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Executive Summary 

Deliverable D1.2 “Service Specification” is consisting of four main parts, the general 

service identification, the IM@GINE-IT Ontology Framework, the HMI specification 

(Task 1.4) and a general overview over positioning technologies and the possibilities 

of combining them.  

The first and more general part covers the task of identifying the available services 

between the GIS and DM module and the Multi Agent System. The approach was to 

start from the services theoretically needed to provide a comprehensive inter-modal 

travel chain to the user. In a second step the available content and services at each 

test site was mapped with the general IM@GINE-IT use cases and system 

requirements. Each of the services was then described in prose and with some 

special elements in order to enable the agents to identify the services and their 

features. 

The ontology framework as the second part describes in detail the single steps that 

have to be undertaken in order to implement an overall ontology between a network 

of service providers and an agent platform that is mediating between the users 

request and the service offer. Within the consortium it was decided to use RDF as 

the most suitable ontology description language. As most of the partners already use 

WSDLs for the provision of Web services, the consortium opted for a two step 

approach in order to implement the ontology. First the partners have to transform 

their WSDLs into RDF, and secondly the single RDF files have to be merged into one 

overall RDF file, that is, the project ontology. Several tools from the Semantic Web 

domain exist to support this approach, and different ways to realise it are possible.  

The third part of the deliverable covers the specification of the Human Machine 

Interface (HMI). The respective chapters present the overall methodology and each 

single step that was carried out during the specification process. Screenshots and 

tables describe the HMI functions and give an idea of a potential layout of the client 

on the users end device. Of course, the layout itself is only a proposal and has 

nothing to do with the layout of the mobile client itself. 
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The last part of the deliverable provides an overview over state of the art positioning 

technologies and possibilities and advantages regarding accuracy and reliability for 

end user applications that emerge out of the combination of them. 
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1. Introduction 

The title of the deliverable is misleading in some way. Most of the available services 

have been specified long ago by each partner himself. What we talk about in this 

document is the way of implementing these services under the framework of a 

common project ontology. Thus, this paper does not list the source code of services, 

but rather describes in detail the best possible way and the most suitable 

technologies to reach the previously mentioned goal. Source code, that is, service 

descriptions in RDF format, becomes again relevant in deliverable D2.1.2 “Service 

Documentation” when it comes to the real technical implementation of the guidelines 

presented here. Basically the deliverable consists of four main parts: 

IM@GINE-IT Service Specification: The respective chapters describe the meta 

data that is used for the IM@GINE-IT interfaces between the GIS platforms, the Data 

Management Modules (DM) and the Multi Agent Platform (MAS). Thus, this list is 

also primary input to the workpackages 2 ”Service development and data 

management” and 3 “Intelligent Agent Environment”. The finalised meta data list in 

combination with the methodology for the ontology development represents the 

Ontology Framework of IM@GINE-IT project which is part of Task 1.3  

The definition of the meta data list and later on the development of the ontology 

framework is done in a systematic approach: 

Level 1: Business domains and service definitions. 

Level 2: Service allocation to demonstration sites. 

Level 3: Service allocation to UC. 

Level 4: IM@GINE-IT service profiles (meta data). 

Level 5: Allocations of functions between GIS/DM and MAS: Ontology 
Framework. This part of the document describes the proposed approach to 

implement an overall project ontology. RDF is one of the most advanced ontology 

description languages and strongly supported and recommended by the W3C 

consortium. This part of the document provides and introduction to RDF and then 

proposes certain steps for the implementation of the IM@GINE-IT ontology. In a third 

and fourth section an additional and more advanced option for ontology 

implementation is presented (OWL) and several tools that may assist during the 
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development phase are listed. OWL is based on RDF which guarantees a more 

smooth uptake so the consortium agrees to it.  

HMI requirements (A1.4): This part of the document describes the HMI 

requirements as they have been defined during the first month of the project. It also 

covers the methodology and presents screenshots of the potential service layout on 

the mobile device. The HMI requirements are direct input to the development of the 

intelligent user interface and the nomad device application (WP4 "Nomad Device 

Applications").  

State of the art positioning techniques and combination: The fourth and last part 

of this paper deals with different positioning techniques currently in the market and 

talks about the advantages that may emerge if these techniques are combined. 
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2. Standardisation and innovation 

2.1. Standardisation 

The following standards are used for the development of the IM@GINE-IT service 

infrastructure: 

 SOAP/XML technology which is an accepted W3C standard is used to 

develop the Web services on the service providers site.  

 The JADE technology as a FIPA standard is used to develop the agent 

framework.  

 The used mobile devices are standard devices which are available in the 

market. 

 The client application on the mobile device including the HMI is developed 

based on JAVA technology J2ME and MIDP. 

 Semantic Web technologies are currently in the standardisation process. The 

project concentrates on the most known solutions such as PROTEGE as a 

tool and RDF as the description language. 

2.2. Innovation  

2.2.1. Service level 

On a service level, innovation is reached in different areas:  

 The integration of mobile services with on-board units in cars. 

 The integration of mobile services offered from different network 

environments such as GSM and WLAN (“user roaming” between networks). 

 The user is being provided with information according to his profile and to his 

travel context. 

 The integration of flight databases into inter-modal routing engines. 

 The integration of in-door maps into a travel chain. 

 The provision of booking facilities along with the mobile services. 
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2.2.2. Innovative mapping technologies 

The map service prepares maps for various application types. It can be used on 

mobile devices or stationary means. The transferred and highly exact maps are 

interactive so that the customer can change the map scale in the particular map 

section. Data layers with geo-referenced points of interest (POI), traffic information 

and branch addresses can be taken into account and displayed. Areas with different 

uses or properties (estates, waters, parks, woodlands etc.) are displayed in colour. In 

addition the routes calculated by the inter-modal route service can be displayed as 

attractive maps, e.g. as an overview map, which displays the entire route from start 

to finish or a detailed map which shows a close-up of the destination area. In 

addition, it shows in-door maps and thus offers innovation in two fields: On the one 

hand the border between in-door and out-door is eliminated, and on the other hand, 

the level of accuracy in mapping is improved as the user switches from a bird like 

view to a pedestrian like view of his surroundings. 

The map contains enhanced rendering features for important building footprints in 

major European cities. Among them are public buildings, cultural institutions of 

national importance, and historic edifices, which have previously only been available 

as POI. Besides, some traffic relevant area features such as parking grounds and 

garages have been introduced (in addition to their already existing respective POI). 

The maps combine as source data from NAVTEQ, AND, and for Italy TeleAtlas. 

2.2.3. Logical user positioning 

Based on the approval of the user, the system knows in which segment of his 

planned route he is currently moving. With this information the system can support 

the normal positioning technologies such as GPS in areas where signal loss may 

occur, such as trains, buses and even in-door. Based on the time schedule of the 

user and on his last GPS position it can assume where he currently is and continue 

to provide valuable information based on his profile or system requirements. 

For an overview on general positioning technologies please see chapter 6. 
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3. IM@GINE-IT Service Specification 

3.1. Level 1: Business domains and service definitions 

The architecture of the IM@GINE-IT system allows the MAS to request either a GIS 

platform or a Data Management Module (DM) of one of the five test sites. In some 

cases the MAS may also connect directly to a content provider in case the 

information does not need to be processed by a complex business logic (time table 

or traffic information). It was agreed that the GIS of PTV will cover the test sites 

Germany, Finland and Greece. The GIS of Mizar Mediaservice will cover Italy and 

the GIS of Topolisz will cover Hungary. Each of the five sites will host a DM module 

on its own. The share of services between a DM module and a GIS could be 

described as follows: 

GIS: The GIS platform is responsible for all services that require a map or a routing 

function. This includes multi-modal routing, POI proximity search, navigation and 

dynamic information relevant for trip calculation (traffic, weather, delays), geocoding 

of addresses, map and network layers. 

DM: The Data Management module is responsible for all services that are not related 

to a geographic context. The data bases contain public transport time table 

information, flight schedules, POI, hotel and restaurant information, dynamic 

information for push services (news, event notification), reservation details, etc. 

3.1.1. Business domains 

Business domains in IM@GINE-IT can be considered as "global" market segments 

that are covered by the project services. Although there may be an overlapping 

between the different business domains, each of them comprises certain kinds of 

services which are essential to serve the needs of the end user and thus can be 

occupied by different players that try to gain revenue out of their activities. 

The following business domains have been defined within the IM@GINE-IT project 

and are covered with the meta data list as described in the following chapters:  

 Hotel and Restaurant Reservation. 
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 Traffic Information. 

 POI information. 

 PT time table information.  

 Multi-Modal travel planning. 

 

Figure 1: Business domains in a service environment 

Figure 1 describes the relationship between business domains, users and market 

players. Every market player can offer a set of services to one or more certain 

business domains, that is, for example, a routing service can be offered by more than 

one market player to more than one business domain (e.g. touristic services, 

telematic services). The end user is free to not only select the business domain but 

also the service he wants to use. In IM@GINE-IT the flexibility of this choice is 

guaranteed by the agent platform, which selects the most optimal service out of a 

service portfolio in each business domain. Each service in the portfolio is described 

by meta data which is quite similar to the idea of UDDI (Universal Description 

Discovery and Integration). The agent platform selects the services according to this 

meta data. The difficulty for many players in the backend of the value chain in such 

selective business models is the revenue stream, that in turn depends on the billing 

procedure. Currently there is no common agreement on how the automatic selection 

of the services should be billed. 
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3.1.2. Excursion on ePayment 

Although ePayment will not be supported within this project, the following chapter 

intends to provide an overview over this important feature for the mobile information 

services market. As reservation is supported by some test sites within IM@GINE-IT, 

it makes sense to also provide information on the logical next step: ePayment. 

The following three steps are normally completed before a payment process is 

launched: Service Selection --> Service Provision --> Service Consumption.  

Usually for a single service delivery and consumption there are the following tasks 

important: 

 Service Pricing: This task, although not really a payment task, is important 

as the user has to know how much he has to pay for the consumption of a 

service. The pricing can become quite complex if many players are involved 

in the service delivery. The goal towards the end user must thus be easy to 

understand and transparent pricing schemes.  

 Invoicing: The common way to let an end-user pay for a service starts with 

showing the invoice or the terms and conditions to him. He accepts this and 

with this he accepts the contract of delivering the service and paying the price 

for that. Not in each case an invoice is shown. If the user has agreed to a 

subscription and to the terms and conditions of the subscribed service the 

invoice needs not to be shown. In this case something like an invoice with 

prices and terms and conditions is shown during the subscription process.  

 Billing: Billing is a special task. After or with the delivery of the service a bill 

item is produced on a bill that will be sent to the end-user e.g. at the end of a 

month. This bill item could be generated using an external billing system or an 

integrated billing engine. 

 Payment Authorization: This will authorize the payment against the 

payment system. This is usually an external system and needs strong 

contractual agreements and security implementations. The users 

creditworthiness may be cross-checked with his account data at his private 

bank. 
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 Final Payment Acceptance: This part is the last one within the whole 

payment process. After the service is delivered and the end-user has used 

this service there this is the last step to close the transaction. This task could 

be executed automatically by the client system or manually by the end-user. It 

depends on the type of service. 

The following figure provides an overview involved institutions in a payment process 

and the different access methods. 

 

Figure 2: ePayment institutions and access methods 

The link which is missing in IM@GINE-IT in order to offer payment to the end users is 

the contractual relationship with a billing and payment authority. This could either be 

a mobile operator who serves his registered customers, or a financial institute which 

offers clearing to the service providers of the project. However, in order to keep 

things simple and within the projects budget, it was decided not to implement 

ePayment, but reservation only. 
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3.1.3. Content and services of the backend level (external 
services) 

 

Figure 3: Services of the backend level 

In order to provide the user with valuable information about his planned or current 

journey, the following services are recommended by the project. 

 Reservation service flight / train; 

 Reservation service hotel; 

 Reservation service car rental;  

 Geocoding service; 

 Mapping service; 

 Dynamic car and pedestrian routing service; 

 PT routing service; 

 Traffic information service; 

 POI and event search service; 

 Public transport time table information; 

 Dynamic PT information; 

 Parking availability; 

 Navigation. 

A complete and complex travel chain consists at a minimum of the following items: 

 Inter-modal travel segments that can be processed one by one (car segment, 

foot segment, plane segment, train segment, ship segment, bicycle segment, 

tram or subway segment, in-door segment, elevator segment, stair case 

segment, etc.). 

 Static information about each segment, for example type and accessibility. 

 Dynamic information about each segment, for example traffic or time table 

information. Dynamic information has to be considered for push services in 

order to inform the user about changes without his interaction. 
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Most of the above services can be provided by the IM@GINE-IT service platform. 

However, due to the technical set up of the single sites, some of the services may be 

combined in one business logic, such as a data management or a GIS module.  

The following services are called "external" services as they are related to the 

integration of external service providers and their content to the main IM@GINE-IT 

platform. The table represents the situation from an architectural point of view, not 

from the users point of view. This means for example that PTV is not listed in the 

German test site (no external provider), whereas TIETOTALO is. This is because 

TIETOTALO is connected with their public transport data base to the German site in 

order to be able to offer an inter-modal router for the Finnish site. 

External Content and Service Providers 

Test Site Provider Content/Service 

Germany HACON PT Time table information, pt routing 

TIETOTALO PT Time table information (Fi) 

BMS Traffic Information 

FRAPORT Airport information 

Italy 5T PT time table information 

others Traffic information 

Hungary Top-Map Geographic Data 

Finland MTC,  Time table  

GoFinland Hotel and touristic  information 

PTV Map data and car routing 

Greece AIA Dynamic Flight information (Push service) 

Airport information 

TRUTH Inter-urban PT Time Table information/ Trip Planning 

Urban PT time table information (for specific routes and 

modes in Athens) 

HIT POI Information 

PTV Car routing and map data 

Table 1: External service providers 

3.2. Level 2: Service allocation to test beds 

The following table shows the allocation of the services to single test beds. It has to 

be mentioned that content is no more relevant at this point, as from now on services 

always include the respective content (from an architectural point of view this is now 

the service level of the backend, whereas the content level is the bottom of the layer 
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model). Officially the test beds consist of either a Data Management or a GIS 

module. However, although the modules are logically divided into DM and GIS, 

physically they can be one entity (Germany). On the other hand, not each test site 

owns a GIS module (Finland, Greece). Because this may confuse the reader, this 

definition is not further used at this point.  

 
Services  Germany Finland Greece Italy Hungary 
Hotel reservation Service 

provider N/A TIETOTALO N/A N/A N/A 

Geocoding service Service 
provider PTV PTV TREDIT MMS TOPO 

Mapping service Service 
provider PTV PTV TREDIT MMS TOPO 

(Dynamic) car and 
pedestrian routing 

Service 
provider PTV PTV TREDIT MMS TOPO 

PT routing service Service 
provider PTV TIETOTALO TREDIT MMS TOPO 

Traffic information Service 
provider PTV N/A N/A MMS,5T N/A 

POI and event 
search 

Service 
provider PTV TIETOTALO TREDIT MMS TOPO 

PT time table 
information 

Service 
provider PTV TIETOTALO TREDIT 5T TOPO 

Dynamic PT 
information 

Service 
provider PTV N/A TREDIT 5T N/A 

Table 2: Service allocation to test beds 

3.3. Level 3: Service allocation to Use Cases 

The table below allocates the services to each use case. One use case can comprise 

more than one service. Compared to the rest of the services the User Account 

Administration Service represents an exception. This service is a summary of 

different services, such as profile management and registration. Please refer also to 

chapter 3.4.2 for more details. 

The numbering of the Use Cases is based on deliverable D1.1 “Use Cases and user 

profile requirements” (Version from 17th June 04). For details to each of the services 

please refer to chapter 3.4. For the final list of UC please refer to Annex 3. 
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UC1              X 

UC2              X 

UC3              X 

UC4              X 

UC5              X 

UC6    X X    X      

UC7a    X X    X      

UC7b    X X    X      

UC7c              X 

UC8              X 

UC9a              X 

UC9b              X 

UC10              X 

UC11a/b              X 

UC12 X X X            

UC13              X 

UC14a/b    X X         X 

UC15    X X X X X X  X   X 

UC16 X   X X X X        

UC17a/b X              

UC18  X             

UC19    X X         X 

UC20     X X X X X     X 

UC20     X X X X X     X 

UC21    X X X X X X X X X  X 

UC22 X        X X X   X 

UC23a/b    X X X X  X     X 

UC24     X    X     X 

UC25a         X   X   

UC25b    X X    X   X   

UC26          X     

UC27              X 

UC28 X X X X X X X X X X X   X 

UC29    X X X X X X X X   X 

UC30    X X X X X X     X 

UC31    X X   X X X    X 

UC32             X  

UC33              X 
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UC34             X X 

UC35     X    X X X   X 

UC36              X 

UC37a/b        X   X   X 

UC38              X 

UC39              X 

UC40              X 

Table 3: Service allocation to use cases 

3.4. Level 4: IM@GINE-IT services profiles (meta data) 

3.4.1. Services of the front-end level (internal services) 

The following services are those services that are either offered by the GIS or by the 

DM to the Multi Agent System. For each of the services a WSDL exists or will be 

created. The difference between the external and the internal services lays mainly in 

the way they are presented to the MAS, i.e. the business logic in each GIS or DM 

takes care that the services are altered according to the IM@GINE-IT requirements 

and Use Cases. Thus many of the external services are also present in the internal 

level. Other services such as the Push Service did not exist as external services 

before, as they are part of the business logic. The selection of which services will be 

offered by either the GIS or the DM was already part of chapters 3.1 to 3.3 and 

depends on their availability in the test sites.  

One exception to the previous description are those services which are directly 

requested by the Multi Agent System from a certain content provider. One example in 

IM@GINE-IT is the time table information service or the Athens airport. This service 

may be requested directly by the mobile agent on the client device (this is also 

considered as part of the MAS in the below figure). This approach may be useful as 

long as the processed data (such as time table information) does not require a 

complex business logic. 
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Figure 4: Internal services 

3.4.2. User profile (backup) service 

This service is responsible to hold and manage the user profiles. As the user is using 

different devices, it is necessary that the user profile is stored on a central server, the 

B2C server of the mobile operator.  

The B2C Operator normally owns and operates the “last mile” of the End-User supply 

chain. The perfect player for the B2C Operator is a Telecom Operator. The B2C 

Operator services could be integrated with the other services that are already in 

production at the Telecom Operator (e.g. customer care, billing, etc.).   

The following figure shows the B2C Operator Architecture. 

B2C Operator

User Profile Access 
Libraries
(Java)

User Profile
B2C Server
(Jade/Leap)
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Application

Client 
Application 
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do
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Figure 5 B2C Operator architecture 
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It is composed by the following blocks: 

1. B2C Server: access (one or more) Service Integrator(s) in order to get the 

required services, provide services to the end-user device application and 

manages the user profile. It is agent-based and implemented with Jade/Leap 

technology. 

2. User Profile Access Libraries: API used by the B2C Server to access the user 

profile. It is a set of Java classes handling user profile database operations 

(new user, user profile updates, delete user, etc.)  

3. User Profile Database: stores all the user profiles. 

Client Application Repository: web container through which MIDlet and PDA 

applications can be downloaded (via OTA provisioning or web site).  The end user 

accesses to a web page using his/her mobile phone and click the link corresponding 

to his/her device and the download process will start automatically. 

Service Meta Data Description 

Dependencies NA 

Namespace Not yet known 

Location Not yet known 

Web Site Not yet known 

Description Service to manage the user account and the related 

profiles. Includes registration. 

Service Cost None 

Service Provider SISO 

Service Type Profile Backup and user management 

Country Covered Germany, Italy, Greece, Hungary, Finland 

Output User profiles, stored routes, stored POI 

Functions Store, remove, update,  

Concerned Module MAS 

Table 4: User Profile Service 
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3.4.3. Geo-coding service 

The Geo-coding Service is a central service that can be used by many other services 

as well. It covers geo-coding and reverse geocoding functionality using a geocoding 

engine. In case of geocoding, it calculates the best matching geo-code(s) for given 

address search criteria which may be then used for mapping, routing or other 

services. The reverse geo-code function takes a geo-code and calculates the (list of) 

best matching address(es).  

Geocoding may be done for one single address or, in batch mode, for a whole 

address list. The batch mode is also available for reverse geocoding (for a coordinate 

list).  

Service Meta Data Description 

Dependencies Geocoding service 

Namespace Not yet known 

Location Not yet known 

Web Site Not yet known 

Description Service to geo-reference addresses and locations. 

Service Cost None 

Service Provider PTV, MMS, TOP 

Service Type Geo-coding 

Country Covered Germany, Greece, Hungary, Italy, Finland 

Output Points, List 

Formats Used WGS84, Mercator, Superconform 

Functions (Reverse)- Geo-coding 

Concerned Module GIS 

Table 5: Geocoding service 

3.4.4. User positioning  

The user positioning service is a combination of different services that are requested 

in a sequence: Geo-coding, Mapping. If a GPS device is used, the geo-coding can be 

omitted and a map can be directly requested. In this case the client takes care of the 

GPS signal and forwards it to the MAS or uses it for internal mapping, that is, to draw 

the users position in a map. 
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Service Meta Data Description 

Dependencies Geocoding WS, Mapping WS 

Namespace Not yet known 

Location Not yet known 

Web Site Not yet known 

Description Service to display the users current position in a map. 

Service Cost None 

Service Provider PTV, MMS, TOP 

Service Type User Positioning 

Country Covered Germany, Hungary, Finland, Greece, Italy 

Output Map 

Functions POI Proximity Search 

Concerned Module GIS 

Table 6: User Positioning 

3.4.5. Push service  

The MAS has the responsibility to monitor the progress of the users journey and 

decides whether to send him information via the push service or not. The progress 

can be monitored either by a GPS signal from the users device, or by a certain kind 

of logic (in case there is no GPS signal available, for example in trains) which 

calculates for example the users assumed position according to the travel times of 

his planned trip. Another option is, that the user is actively indicating the change of 

his travel mode. By signalling this to the system, a message will be created and sent 

if there is any kind of disturbance detected.  

The user can subscribe to the B2C operator to receive events related to his/her trip 

(eg. Traffic events, Weather info, etc.). This information will be stored on his/her 

profile. In this case the cost of the message will be charged to the users normal bill. If 

the user has no contractual relationship with the service provider (i.e. services not 

from the B2C operator), the cost per SMS (e.g. 15 Cent) could be charged to the 

users phone bill. 

Unexpected trip events are notified to the B2C operators by the Service Integrator. 

The B2C operator will find out the users that are interested in the particular event by 

looking at the database of registered user subscriptions, which is stored together with 
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the user profile. Finally, the B2C operator will notify the end user sending a message 

to the nomad device application. This can be done by an agent-to-agent 

communication or by an SMS services using the telecom operator or service provider 

SMS gateway. 

B2C  O perator

Service Integrator

N om ad D evice 
Application

B2C Operator filtered PUSH  events

User filtered  PU SH events

Service/C ontent 
P roviders

PU SH  events

 

Figure 6 PUSH events flow 

Service Meta Data Description 

Dependencies Geocoding WS, PT Information Service 

Namespace Not yet known 

Location Not yet known 

Web Site Not yet known 

Description Service to push dynamic information to the users end 

device. 

Service Cost SMS, MMS fee of mobile operator 

Service Provider PTV, AIA, TOP, MMS, TIET,  

Service Type Push  

Country Covered Germany, Italy, Greece, Hungary, Finland 

Output SMS, MMS, WAP 

Concerned Module DM/GIS 

Table 7: Push Service 
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3.4.6. Map service 

The Map Service allows to request a map e.g. for an address or coordinate and a 

width and height. If an address is used, it is first geocoded using the Geocoding 

service. The resulting coordinate is used as centre point for the map.  

Once retrieved a map, it is possible to navigate in the map. Functionalities like 

zooming in/out, moving or scaling the map are available. It is also possible to 

navigate in the map history to get a previously retrieved map out of the map cache 

(current, first, last, previous or next). The resulting maps may be named for later 

referencing. Using map names (e.g. “Overview map” or “Detail map”), multiple 

navigation histories are possible. 

Service Meta Data Description 

Dependencies Geocoding WS, POI search WS, Mapping WS 

Namespace Not yet known 

Location Not yet known 

Web Site Not yet known 

Description Service to visualise geo-related information such as 

routing and mapping. 

Service Cost None 

Service Provider PTV, MMS, TOP 

Service Type Mapping 

Country Covered Germany, Hungary, Italy, Greece, Finland 

Output GIF, JPG, PNG, BMP 

Functions Zoom IN/OUT, Pan, Scaling 

Concerned Module GIS 

Table 8: Map service 

3.4.7. Inter-modal routing service 

The Inter-modal Route Service allows requesting a route for a start address and an 

end address. Optionally, there may be used one or more via-addresses. 

Alternatively, coordinates may be used. If addresses are used, they are first 

geocoded using the Geocoding service. The resulting coordinates are used as input 

for the Routing service which then calculates the shortest, most economic or fastest 

route. There are also methods for retrieving the list of all countries passed by the 
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route. It is possible to route via different transport modes, such as Pedestrian, Car, 

Plane, Bus or Train. The transition points between travel mode segments (from 

parking lot to the gate at an airport) will be covered by indoor routing and the 

respective maps. 

The route may be calculated static or dynamic. In the latter case, traffic jams, 

roadwork and historical speed information of road sections is considered by the 

routing algorithm. It is also possible to show POI and Events along the route within 

the route corridor.  

An additional option that depends on the selected GIS system is the provision of 

minimaps (small maps at every waypoint), maximaps (overview of a few waypoints) 

and detailmaps (more detailed maximaps). 

Service Meta Data Description 

Dependencies Geocoding WS, POI search WS, Mapping WS, Routing 

WS 

Namespace Not yet known 

Location Not yet known 

Web Site Not yet known 

Description Service to route the user through different travel modes. 

Service Cost None 

Service Provider PTV, MMS, TOP 

Service Type IM Routing 

Country Covered Germany, Greece, Hungary, Finland, Italy 

Output List 

Functions Route, Shortest, Fastest, Cheapest, VIA, Dynamic 

Information, POI, Route-Segment Mapping, Mode 

Selection, Feature Selection (e.g. bicycles allowed, usable 

for disabled, etc.), Product Selection (e.g. train 

categories), Price Information (limited) 

Concerned Module GIS 

Table 9: Inter-modal routing service 
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3.4.8. POI search service 

The POI Search Service realises the nearest search request based on direct 

distances, route distance or route time. For some geographical search criteria (e.g. 

postal address and search distance) a proximity search with one or more POI 

categories may be performed. The service covers all available POI categories 

including parking lots. The boundaries of the proximity search are either 

characterised by a so called bounding box (rectangle), a circle or a corridor along a 

route. 

Service Meta Data Description 

Dependencies Geocoding WS, POI search WS, Mapping WS 

Namespace Not yet known 

Location Not yet known 

Web Site Not yet known 

Description Service to search for and display POI in a map or as a list. 

Service Cost None 

Service Provider PTV, MMS, TOP 

Service Type POI Search 

Country Covered Germany, Italy, Finland, Hungary, Greece 

Output List 

Functions Proximity, Direct Distance, Route Distance, Route Time 

Distance,  

Concerned Module DM/GIS 

Table 10: POI search service 

3.4.9. Traffic information service 

The Traffic Information Service realises the search for traffic messages based on 

region, street name or bounding box. Traffic messages are treated as (line-based) 

POI’s. The functionalities are similar to the POI search service. The traffic messages 

are stored in POI layers with a fixed format. This allows several convenience 

methods for easy access to traffic messages. 

First, a list of regions or actually concerned road names may be retrieved. Then, the 

traffic POI search is performed for the desired traffic provider(s) using the POI search 
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Service. The resulting POI’s are optionally displayed in a map with the help of the 

Mapping Service. 

The bounding box-based search methods consider only the reference point (start 

coordinate of a traffic jam). Messages with a start point outside of the bounding box 

are not found, even if a part of their geometry is located inside the bounding box. 

Messages with no geo reference (general messages) may be retrieved as well.  

Service Meta Data Description 

Dependencies POI search WS, Mapping WS 

Namespace Not yet known 

Location Not yet known 

Web Site Not yet known 

Description Service to provide the user with dynamic traffic information 

Service Cost None 

Service Provider PTV, MMS, TOP 

Service Type Traffic Information 

Country Covered Germany, Italy, Hungary 

Output Traffic Event Message (Time, Location, Event) 

Functions Region Search, Street Search, BB-Search 

Concerned Module DM/GIS 

Table 11: Traffic information service 

3.4.10. Public transport information service 

The Public Transport Information Service will only handle PT information requests 

without routing or mapping functionalities. The service is intended to provide time 

table information regarding flights, train, bus and ship departures and arrivals to the 

traveller. Wherever possible the service will include dynamic information and inform 

the user about delays. Thus this service is closely connected to the push service. 

Service Meta Data Description 

Dependencies Geocoding WS, Mapping WS, Push Service 

Namespace Not yet known 

Location Not yet known 

Web Site Not yet known 
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Description Service to provide the user with time table information and  

delays in public transport services.  

Service Cost None 

Service Provider PTV, MMS, TOP 

Service Type PT Routing 

Country Covered Germany, Finland, Hungary, Greece, Italy 

Output Time Table Information 

Functions VIA, Mode Selection, Departure / Arrival Time,  

Concerned Module DM/GIS 

Table 12: Public transport information service 

3.4.11. Hotel reservation service 

The hotel reservation service offers the user to book a hotel room without advanced 

payment. Due to the complexity of Internet based payment services the project 

decided not to implement this kind of feature. See also 3.4.12. 

Service Meta Data Description 

Dependencies NA 

Namespace Not yet known 

Location Not yet known 

Web Site Not yet known 

Description Service for hotel room information and reservation  

Service Cost Reservation Fee 

Service Provider TIETOTALO 

Service Type Hotel Reservation 

Country Covered Finland 

Output NA 

Functions NA 

Concerned Module DM 

Table 13: Hotel reservation service 

3.4.12. Travel reservation service  

As reservation procedures in for example hotels and public transport vehicles are 

completely different, this service is intended to extend the hotel reservation service to 

public transport such as trains and flights. Whereas a hotel reservation does not 
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require direct payment, this is normally necessary for reservations in trains and 

planes. Reservation options are another major difference since requirements for a 

hotel room or a restaurant table are not the same as for a seat in a train. The service 

includes ticket booking without advanced payments (see also chapter 3.1.2). 

The reservation service described below will mainly be related to the Finish and 

Greek pilot site as the other sites do not offer reservation functions. As the service 

will be included in the ontology the goal is to cover the most important and common 

aspects of such a service. It should be possible at any time in the future to establish 

such a service in the IM@GINE-IT platform without too much effort. 

Service Meta Data Description 

Dependencies NA 

Namespace Not yet known 

Location Not yet known 

Web Site Not yet known 

Description Service for seat reservation in pt vehicles and planes 

Service Cost Reservation Fee 

Service Provider NA 

Service Type Travel Reservation 

Country Covered NA 

Output NA 

Functions NA 

Concerned Module NA 

Table 14: Travel reservation service 

3.4.13. In-car navigation service 

The in-car navigation service can be considered as a kind of separate service as it is 

mainly related to the capabilities of the on-board unit in the car. The service 

comprises the download of car route segments, the navigation itself, the search for 

nearest gas stations or parking lots, dynamic traffic information or the maximum 

walking distance from a certain parking lot. Some of the parameters for the exchange 

of relevant information between the on-board unit and the central server (German 

test bed) or the PDA (Greek and Italian test bed) can be found in Annex 1 of this 

document. 
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Service Meta Data Description 

Dependencies Traffic information service, Inter-modal Routing service, 

Geo-coding Service, Push Service 

Namespace Not yet known 

Location Not yet known 

Web Site Not yet known 

Description Service for on-board navigation support 

Service Cost NA 

Service Provider PTV, MMS, HIT, 

Service Type On-board navigation 

Country Covered Germany, Italy, Greece, 

Output Car segment of inter-modal route, POI, traffic info 

Functions NA 

Concerned Module GIS/DM 

Table 15: Travel reservation service 

3.4.14. External services 

This service category covers all services that may be directly requested by the travel 

agent on the mobile device of the user, that is, the service is not part of the 

IM@GINE-IT backend. One example in the project is the time table and airport 

information service of the Athens airport which is provided through short range radio 

such as Wireless LAN. Depending on the capabilities of the device, the client 

applications will connect to this service as soon as the user enters the airport. 

Through the client application the data will be available to the MAS if necessary. 

As an example the following paragraphs show the integration of the ADAMANT 

system of the Athens Airport into the IM@GINE-IT system. The integration covers the 

following objectives: 

 Subscribe potential users to the Adamant service whenever they plan a trip 

that includes passing through AIA. 

 Prompt the user to use the Adamant system when he gets in AIA. 

 Better its intelligent localization by being informed when the user is at his 

gate. 
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In the following figure the components of IM@GINE-IT and Adamant and the 

identified interaction paths between them are presented.  
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Events Handler

Agent

Provider Agents

User Interface

Adamant agent

User

Transport Mode Agent

NDA

Adamant Application

Personal Assistant Agent

FIPA platform
(JADE-LEAP)

iMa c
Adamant Web Server

FIPA platform
(JADE)

User Device

Internet

1, 2

1, 2

1, 2

1, 2
1, 2

6

6

 

Figure 7: IM@GINE-IT - ADAMANT integration 

The Adamant project has a web server where users can register and provides a 

client-side application for providing the Adamant services to a PDA within the airport. 

Service Meta Data Description 

Dependencies Client application and mobile device 

Namespace Not yet known 

Location Not yet known 

Web Site Not yet known 

Description Service for automatic linking of miscellaneous sources 
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Service Meta Data Description 

Service Cost NA 

Service Provider Client application 

Service Type miscellaneous 

Country Covered Greece 

Output Miscellaneous information 

Functions NA 

Concerned Module Client application 

Table 16: Travel reservation service 
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4. Level 5: Allocation of functions between GIS/DM 
and MAS: Ontology framework 

The main reason to develop an ontology for the IM@GINE-IT project is the fact, that 

many basic services are already implemented and no service provider would be 

willing to build up new interfaces or web services for a service he already has. For 

the Multi Agent System however it would be an unacceptable effort to develop agents 

for different interfaces of the same service. The solution to the problem is an ontology 

that covers the main modules, that is the GIS and the DM, which are the only 

modules with a variety of services included that "talk" with agents of the MAS. The 

below figure provides an overview over the relationship between the GIS and the 

MAS. The DM is not represented in the figure, but the requirements for it are the 

same. The Finnish site is slightly different to the other sites, as it has no GIS Web 

services of its own. It offers Web services for Hotel reservation and touristic services. 

 

Figure 8: The ontology framework in IM@GINE-IT 

The following chapters will provide a step-by-step approach to the final ontology 

framework in chapter 4.3. 
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4.1. General 

Ontologies establish common terminologies between members of a community. 

These members can be human or automated agents. To represent an ontology a 

representation language is needed. Because XML is the de-facto standard language 

for data interchange on the web, many ontology representation languages are 

themselves XML-based, such as DAML-OIL, XOL, OML or RDF. Also, the W3C has 

nearly finished the definition of a web ontology language (OWL) as a result of the 

combination of existing languages. This will be probably the pre-eminent standard in 

the next years (see also chapter 4.3.3).  

The reasons for choosing this technology are the two major benefits of ontology-

based information architectures: First they render possible scalable handling of 

mismatches on the syntactical, the structural and the semantic level and secondly 

XML-based Semantic Web Languages are employed and thus information exchange 

over the Internet as well as transformation for presentation on different end-user 

devices is enabled. The development of this information mediation architecture will 

be linked to current standards in web-technologies and contribute to current research 

in the area of Semantic Web enabled information integration. 

This chapter addresses the formalisation of the ontology design in the appropriate 

ontology language RDF which includes information about RDF specific issues such 

as classes, relationships between classes, class properties etc.  

The ontology will contain classes defined in a declarative way (it is a specification, 

rather than an implementation, of classes, class properties, class behaviour, and 

relations between classes). Such classes may be thought of as being very similar to 

XML elements with further relationships (such as inheritance). 

However, some fundamental rules in ontology design have to be mentioned. 

Although these rules may seem rather dogmatic, they can help to make design 

decisions in many cases.  

 There is no correct way to model a domain-- there are always viable 

alternatives. The best solution almost always depends on the application that 

one has in mind and the extensions that is anticipated. 

 Ontology development is necessarily an iterative process. 
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 Concepts in the ontology should be close to objects (physical or logical) and 

relationships in the domain of interest (business domain). These are most 

likely to be nouns (objects) or verbs (relationships) in sentences that describe 

the domain. 

After an initial version of the ontology is defined, it will be evaluated and debugged by 

using it in services of the IM@GINE-IT platform.  

4.2. Resource Description Framework (RDF) 

4.2.1. What is RDF ? 

RDF is a graph-based model for describing Internet resources (like web pages and 

email messages), and how these resources relate to one another. In addition it is a 

serialisation syntax that allows the graph-like model to be communicated between 

"agents". Normally RDF and RDFS (RDF Schema) are distinguished as RDFS is far 

more complex and offers more possibilities than pure RDF. However, in order to 

keep things more understandable, we only talk about RDF in this document, meaning 

that RDFS is included as an enhancement of RDF. 

The goal of RDFS is to define a way for describing resources that makes no 

assumptions about a particular application domain, nor defines the semantics of any 

application domain. Although the definition of the mechanism should be kept domain 

neutral, it should also be suitable for describing information about any domain. 

The W3C consortium is continuously improving the specification of RDF. RDF itself is 

described by several documents of which the most important one is the RDF Primer 

from 2004. The Primer is designed to provide the reader with the basic knowledge 

required to use RDF. It introduces the basic concepts of RDF and describes its XML 

syntax. It describes how to define RDF vocabularies using the RDF Vocabulary 

Description Language, and gives an overview of some deployed RDF applications. It 

also describes the content and purpose of other RDF specification documents. The 

RDF Primer is accompanied by a bundle of other documents: RDF Concepts, RDF 

Syntax, RDF Semantics, RDF Vocabulary, and RDF Test Cases. 
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4.2.2. The RDF data model 

RDF is an XML based ontology representation language that is supported by the 

W3C consortium. As its name implies, it is a framework for describing and 

interchanging meta data. The RDF implies the following rules: 

 A Resource is anything that can have a URI; which includes not only the 

world's Web pages, bus also individual elements of an XML document.  

 A Property Type is a Resource that has a name and can be used as a 

property, for example Author or Title. However, a Property Type needs to be 

a resource so that it can have its own properties.  

 A Property consists of a Resource, a Property Type, and a value. The Value 

can just be a string, for example "IM@GINE-IT", or it can be another 

resource.  

There is a straightforward method for expressing these abstract Properties in XML, 

for example:  

<RDF:Description href='http://62.225.145.13:8081/eDemo/eLocate_eRouteServer.asp'> 
<Author>PTV AG</Author>  
<Home-Page RDF:href='http://www.PTV.de' /> 
</RDF:Description> 

The following bullet points describe certain characteristics of RDF:  

 Independence: Since a Property Type is a resource, any independent 

organisation (or even person) can invent them. For example a Property Type at 

PTV could be "POI" whereas at Mizar Mediaservice it would be "Events".  

 Interchange: Since RDF Properties can be converted into XML, they are easy to 

interchange.  

 Scalability: RDF properties are records divided into three parts "Resource", 

"Property Type", and "Value".  

 Property Types are Resources: This means that they can have their own 

properties and can be found and manipulated like any other Resource.  

 Values Can Be Resources: For example, most Web pages will have a property 

named Home-Page which points at the home page of their site. So the values of 

properties, which obviously have to include things like title and author's name, 

also have to include Resources.  

 Statements Can Be Resources: They can also have properties. Because of the 

sheer amount of information in the WWW it is necessary that there is a possibility 
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to do searches based on other peoples meta data. For example, if there would be 

a Property such as "Inter-Modal Routing Service" the MAS should also be able to 

ask "Who is the provider?" and "How much does the service cost". One 

convenient way to meet this requirement are meta data, which leads to the fact 

that Properties will need to have Properties.  

Theoretically RDF can be used to describe anything, but it was mainly designed to 

handle ``network retrievable'' resources. It is important to note that the meta-data that 

is expressed about resources may require different levels of interpretation, which 

may be valid in a certain context only. For example, a request to a certain URI may 

always return the companies logo, whereas the response from the URI of the daily 

report on stock exchange varies from day to day. 

4.3. IM@GINE-IT Ontology  

The IM@GINE-IT ontology is represented by an ontology graph that was extracted 

out of service WSDLs that have been adopted to RDF, which is an upcoming 

ontology description language in the field of semantic web applications (see also 

Figure 9).  

Although the world wide efforts in the field of semantic web research are enormous, 

the advantages of RDF and other ontology languages like OWL did not yet find a 

broad acceptance in the IT market. This may have different reasons, of which some 

may be: 

 Web services as such are still not a commonly accepted technology 

 XML was a major step forward regarding the integration of distributed data 

sources and there was no pressure to introduce something new for many 

years 

 The discussion about the integration of distributed sources in the Internet was 

hold on different levels. One party argued on the level of abstract meta data 

(today's semantic web and ontology research), whereas the other party 

concentrated on the development of data exchange on application level 

(today's XML). Both directions are currently merging more and more. 

 UDDI is thought to cover most aspects of automatic service allocation by 

agents in the Internet 
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The provision of professional services through a common ontology is thus unique in 

the market of info-mobility services. IM@GINE-IT will be one of the first projects to 

demonstrate this under real life conditions. Another project that begins to work with 

ontologies in this area is Agent Cities.  

4.3.1. Step 1: Mapping WSDL in RDF 

Many approaches in the Semantic Web domain start with the implementation of an 

ontology before the development of the services is commenced. For the IM@GINE-

IT project, however, this approach is not possible as most of the partners already 

have existing services and thus WSDL since several years. It is not possible for them 

to redefine existing technology.  

Therefore the first step for the service providers in the project is to map their existing 

WSDL in RDF. Unfortunately it is very difficult to find any more or less professional 

tools that are able to map quite complex WSDL files into RDF automatically. Up to 

the time of the finalisation of this deliverable it was not possible to succeed in this 

task.  

Albeit there exists a large variety of tools that can be used for different tasks in 

ontology building. Some of them are described in Annex 2. The Semantic Web 

domain is currently evolving and research is very complex and covers many 

directions. In order to complete step one the project partners have basically three 

alternatives: 

Alternative 1: The partners manage to find a tool that is capable of transforming 

large WSDL into RDF(S). A potential candidate may be the most recent version of 

Altova’s XML Spy. Unfortunately the author was not able to verify this information. 

Alternative 2: This possibility requires some coding and preliminary preparations. 

The goal is the transformation of WSDL into RDF with an intermediate step through 

XSLT (Extensible Stylesheet Language Transformations), which is a language for 

transforming XML documents into other XML documents. The above mentioned 

coding is related to the definition of the XSLT as a pattern that reads the XML file and 

emits a conversion in RDF.  
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Alternative 3: This approach does not start from the XML file itself, but from a even 

earlier step in service development: UML (Unified Modelling Language). Similar to 

the approach in XSLT a pattern file has to be generated in a first step. This pattern is 

then used to generate RDF directly out of the UML models. As UML is a commonly 

accepted modelling language this should not make any problems.  

Within the project the partners are free to select the method that suites them best. Of 

course there is also the possibility of other alternatives which are not mentioned in 

this document. 

4.3.2. Step 2: Mapping RDF and creating the Ontology 

Once each of the service providers connected to the MAS has transformed his 

WSDL in RDF the next step is to merge the distributed RDF Schemas into one 

common ontology. This ontology will then be used by the MAS to automatically 

coordinate the service requests and responses between the user and the service 

providers (in this context, content providers directly connected to the MAS are also 

considered as service providers, for example DM services).  

Each time a new service provider connects to the IM@GINE-IT service network a 

new overall RDF file has to be generated in order to serve the agents as ontology. 

This, in turn, requires that the agents are adapted to the new environment. However, 

depending on the ability of the agents to interpret RDF this adaptation effort may be 

rather limited. 

Several tools exist (Annex 2) that can be used for merging different RDF files. Other 

tools allow to feed the resulting overall RDF file into a RDF processor that generates 

in a separate step an overall graph. This graph will represents the IM@GINE-IT 

ontology. Figure 9 and 10 below is an example of such a graph. The content of the 

RDF file was copied into the RDF validator that is provided in the RDF section of the 

W3C. The processor is able to create this kind of graph in different formats from any 

RDF code.  
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Figure 9: RDF original file 

 

 

Figure 10: RDF graph 
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4.3.3. IM@GINE-IT Ontology fine tuning: OWL 

Compared to RDF the usage of OWL would bring some additional advantages such 

as:  

 Higher ability to be distributed across many systems  

 Higher scalability to Web needs  

 Higher compatibility with Web standards for accessibility and management  

 Higher openness and extensibility  

OWL builds on RDF and adds more vocabulary for describing properties and classes 

such as:  

 relations between classes  

 cardinality and equality 

 richer typing and characteristics of properties  

 enumerated classes. 

Depending on the overall development work load, the consortium should decide at a 

later stage about this even more advanced approach. Of course, each service 

provider may freely decide outside of the project whether to follow this idea or not. 

The Web Ontology Language (OWL) is built on top of RDF. It is designed to be used 

by applications that need to process the content of information instead of just 

presenting information. OWL incorporates three different sub-languages which are 

increasingly-expressive: OWL Lite, OWL DL, and OWL Full. 

 OWL Lite includes a classification hierarchy and supports simple constraints. 

In general it is easier to provide tool support and it also provides a quick 

migration path for thesauri and other taxonomies.  

 OWL DL supports a maximum expressiveness while retaining computational 

completeness and decideability. It includes all OWL language constructs, but 

they can be used only under certain restrictions (for example, while a class 

may be a subclass of many classes, a class cannot be an instance of another 

class).  

 OWL Full targets on users who want maximum expressiveness and the 

syntactic freedom. For example, in OWL Full a class can be treated 

simultaneously as a collection of individuals and as an individual in its own 
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right. OWL Full allows an ontology to augment the meaning of the pre-defined 

(RDF or OWL) vocabulary.  

If the project decides to introduce OWL on its services it should consider which of the 

above sub-languages best suits its needs. It also has to be taken into consideration 

that currently a full support OWL Full can not be guaranteed due to a lack of usable 

tools. As an example, the choice between OWL Lite and OWL DL depends on the 

extent to which the project requires the more-expressive constructs provided by OWL 

DL. OWL Full can be viewed as an extension of RDF, while OWL Lite and OWL DL 

can be viewed as extensions of a restricted view of RDF. Because of this, some care 

has to be taken when an IM@GINE-IT RDF file should be transformed to OWL as 

fully valid RDF files always require OWL Full. More details can be found in appendix 

E of the OWL Reference.  

4.3.4. UDDI 

The Universal Discovery Description and Integration is another innovative feature of 

the IM@GINE-IT services. It is intended to publish the projects services in a UDDI 

conform way. However, this task is more related to the administrative handling of the 

projects Web services and will be started at a later stage. This chapter intends to 

provide a first overview over UDDI and its advantages. 

UDDI is a summary of more or less three different approaches: 

 UDDI is being realised as a web service on its own by offering its features 

through a SOAP conform interface. 

 UDDI intends to function as a kind of web based centralised data base that 

offers and lists available Web Services (business entities) by their meta data. 

 More recent UDDI specifications implement Semantic Web features, that is, 

information that is hosted about a Web Service in the UDDI data base is 

annotated in a way, that makes it easier for ontology (agent) based search 

requests to distinguish between Web Services. 

Applied to IMAGINE-IT each business entity (content/service providers) and their 

Web Services (e.g. GIS sub-service, ticket reservation sub-service, PT planner sub-

service, etc) would registered to an UDDI registry. Once they are registered, they are 
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“auto-magically” recognised by the IMAGINE-IT platform, in a process called 

“automatic binding”.  

 Service integration: Service or content providers can create and publish 

new Web Services. The MAS discovers the new services and links 

automatically, depending on the users request. Considerable “context” 

sensitiveness, semantic reasoning and intelligence is needed on the platform 

side (MAS) to recognise and handle new WSDLs, to choose between 

providers of a similar service, or to split a complex query into partial queries to 

be fed into different services, or to combine the results of competing 

providers.  

 Service listing: Web Service interfaces are fixed beforehand and (to some 

extent) hard-coded into the system modules: the system needs just to know 

the endpoint for communication. Content/service providers expose a 

(syntactically- and semantically-) equivalent interface: systems know how to 

talk, they just need to know who to talk to – they look their party up in the 

UDDI registry.  

Another, more general issue is the location of the UDDI registry. The consortium has 

still to decide upon this issue. As an alternative it may be possible to register the 

IM@GINE-IT Web Services at some “public” UDDI registry such as  

https://uddi.ibm.com/ubr/registry.html. 
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5. HMI requirements 

5.1. Introduction 

5.1.1. Preface 

This specification describes the functional requirements for the user interface of the 

client application to be developed within the EU project “IM@GINE IT”. 

5.1.2. Methodology 

For the definition of the HMI specification several steps have been carried out 

following the usability engineering lifecycle. 

The usability engineering lifecycle in the form it was followed during this project was 

established by Deborah J. Mayhew. It is compatible with OOSE, just like that divided 

into three high-level phases. The Usability Engineering Lifecycle consists of the 

phases Requirements Analysis, Design/Testing/Development and the Installation 

Phase. An overview of the lifecycle can be found in Figure 11. Also the similarities 

between The Usability Engineering Lifecycle and OOSE can be read from the 

diagram. 
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Figure 11: The Usability Engineering Lifecycle 

Beginning with the Contextual Task Analysis the task organisation model should be 

obtained. To reach this goal a task sorting exercise with 6 participants had been 

conducted. The steps preceding the contextual analysis have been completed by 

other partners of the IM@GINE IT consortium. These results can be found in the 

Deliverable 1.1. 

After the Task sorting exercise had been carried out, the work model has been 

reworked in order to realise the power of automation. Details can be found in chapter 

5.1.4 Work Reengineering.  

Following the use case “Plan a trip” a short example has been prepared to show how 

the application could look like in its final state. The example can be found in chapter 

5.1.5.1 Example.  
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The conceptual mockups represent the screen layout and the interactive elements in 

the application rather than the final design. This work will be done in WP 4.4 

Intelligent user interface development.  

Chapter 5.2 Human Machine Interface contains specifications about screen size, 

input devices and all other important issues affecting the HMI. 

Capabilities and constraints affecting the screen layout and the navigation in the 

application can be found in chapter 5.2.8 Constraints and in the HMI requirements 

document which is part of the Deliverable 1.1. 

From the use cases and the reengineered work model the mandatory input fields and 

the links between the screens have been derived. Based on this information the 

description for all interactive elements and the containing screens have been made. 

The description of all elements and screens can be found in chapter 5.3 Description. 

Developing the User interface in all its details will be part of WP 4.4 Also designing 

the interface with colour set, detailed screen design and shape of buttons, etc., will 

be done within this workpackage. The work will start in October. 

5.1.3. Input 

5.1.3.1. Use Case Storyboard 

Important input for the HMI specification document provided by the Use Case 

Storyboard can be found in the Deliverable 1.1 

The Use Case Storyboard provides information about the hierarchy of the different 

use cases and what use case has to be finished to get to the following use case. 

The Use Case Storyboard shows the sequence in which the use cases can be 

carried out. However, it is not possible to derive a specific structure for the user 

interface from the storyboard. For this reason other techniques, e.g. the task sorting 

exercise, were used to develop the HMI structure. 
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5.1.3.2. Task Sorting Exercise 

To obtain a model that represents how users organise the activities of their work, a 

task sorting exercise was conducted. 

To conduct a task sorting exercise, each basic user task is written on an index card 

together with some explanatory text, if necessary. For this test we recruited 6 users 

for about one hour each. 

We asked them to group the provided cards in a way that makes the most sense for 

them. Afterwards the users were asked to form groups and subgroups if that made 

sense for them. The last task the users were asked to do was naming the groups 

built up by them. 

Afterwards the hierarchy from each user was documented and put in a special 

macro-featured Excel-sheet. From the raw input data, the average agreement per 

category and other important information was derived. Because the users did not 

name their categories the same, the categories have been summarised in clusters 

with a more general naming. 

Figure 12 shows the task organisation model of one of the users participating in the 

task sorting exercise. 

Table 17 shows the card placement for the different user tasks. 
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Figure 12: Task Organisation Model of one of the participants 
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Card Title
Card 
Number

Register Plan trip Guide Edit e-Commerce Welcome 
Page

Favorites

Register 1 100% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
Login 2 83% 0% 0% 0% 0% 17% 0%
Change account details 3 100% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
Un-register 4 100% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
Bookmark POI 5 0% 0% 67% 17% 0% 0% 17%
Manage bookmarked POIs 6 0% 0% 50% 17% 0% 17% 17%
Add trip to cart 7 0% 67% 0% 17% 17% 0% 0%
Manage cart 8 0% 50% 0% 0% 50% 0% 0%
Store a trip or journey 9 0% 83% 0% 17% 0% 0% 0%
Manage stored trips 10 0% 83% 0% 17% 0% 0% 0%
View bookings 11 17% 33% 33% 0% 17% 0% 0%
Plan a trip 12 0% 67% 17% 17% 0% 0% 0%
Give me alternative's details 13 0% 50% 33% 17% 0% 0% 0%
Buy/ book ticket 14 0% 17% 50% 0% 33% 0% 0%
Reserve hotel 15 0% 17% 50% 0% 33% 0% 0%
Route information 16 0% 0% 100% 0% 0% 0% 0%
Destination information 17 0% 17% 83% 0% 0% 0% 0%
Transport terminal information 18 0% 0% 100% 0% 0% 0% 0%
Guide me around 19 0% 17% 83% 0% 0% 0% 0%
Select POI & POI information 20 0% 0% 67% 0% 0% 17% 17%
Parking availability (and booking) 21 0% 17% 67% 0% 17% 0% 0%
Show me public transport timetables 22 0% 0% 100% 0% 0% 0% 0%
Activate trip 23 0% 50% 33% 0% 0% 17% 0%
Guide me around while on active trip 24 0% 0% 100% 0% 0% 0% 0%
Navigate to 25 0% 0% 67% 0% 0% 33% 0%
Get transportation means connection information 26 0% 0% 100% 0% 0% 0% 0%
End active trip 27 0% 50% 33% 0% 0% 17% 0%
Tourist events 28 0% 0% 100% 0% 0% 0% 0%
Find best fuel station 29 0% 0% 100% 0% 0% 0% 0%
Find best parking 30 0% 0% 83% 0% 17% 0% 0% 

Table 17: Card placement of the task sorting exercise 
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As shown in the table the users collected the tasks in seven different clusters. These 

have been summarised from the labels the users gave the groups they defined.  

To capture the commonalities across the work models obtained from the individual 

users it was necessary to reengineer the task organisation model. 

5.1.4. Work Reengineering 

To combine the results from the use case storyboard and the task sorting exercise, 

the work model has been reengineered. The goals are realising the power and 

efficiency that automation makes possible as well as effectively supporting the 

business goals. 

The first draft of the reengineered work model can be found in Figure 13 on the next 

page.  
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Figure 13: Reengineered Task Organisation Model 
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As shown in the diagram, the system is based on a modular design. There are two 

important modules: the “Plan a trip”- and the “Guide me”-module. Both modules are 

interacting with each other. So the “Guide me”-module may be called from the “Plan 

a trip”-module and vice versa. 

5.1.5. Example 

5.1.5.1. Description 

This section contains an example that shows the way through the user interface for 

planning a trip from Porsche Engineering in Bietigheim to a hotel in Athens. 

1. The user logs into the IM@GINE IT system with his user name and his 
password. He reaches the Welcome page. 

2. Now the user clicks on the button named “Plan a trip”. He is asked for 
information about the starting point and the destination. The starting point 
can be detected automatically via GPS. The user does not know any hotel 
in Athens, so he enters “Athens” as the destination and clicks on the 
“Calculate Route” button. 

3. The HMI presents a list of possible routes from Bietigheim to Athens. To 
find a hotel in Athens the user clicks on the button “Destination 
information”. He gets to the next screen which provides the user with a 
POI search. This is where the system swaps to the “Guide me”-module, 
passing “Athens” as the location to execute a proximity search on. The 
“Plan a trip”-module does not discard the information received from the 
user (i.e. the starting position) 

4. The user specifies the kind of POI to look for (in this case a hotel). The 
system provides a screen for entering special information concerning 
hotels: category, price range, proximity range, etc. After clicking the 
“Search”-button the user reaches the results page. 

5. From the results page the user can request a page containing the details 
for one or more of the hotels. From this screen the user can choose one 
hotel as the new destination. The system passes the address as the new 
destination back to the “Plan a trip” module. The calculation is started 
automatically with the settings made during the “first run”. 

6. The user is provided with the possible routes from Bietigheim to the 
chosen hotel in Athens. He chooses one of the routes and let the system 
show its details. 

7. From the details page the user is able to ask for the seat availability (if 
applicable), he can book the tickets, add the trip to the cart, store or 
activate the trip. 
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5.1.6. Conceptual Mockups 

This section shows the conceptual mockups corresponding to the description in the 

previous chapter. 

When the user starts the application the Login screen is presented to the user: 

 
Figure 14: Login screen 

The user gets to the Welcome page containing news about the latest updates or 

information about an existing active trip.  

 
Figure 15: Welcome page with active trip 
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A click on the “Plan a trip” button opens a dialog asking all necessary information for 

planning a trip. All input fields will be automatically filled with data derived from the 

user- and role profile if possible. 

 
Figure 16: First two screens of the trip planning module 

After filling out all necessary information the “Calculate Route” button is being 

activated and the user is able to start the calculation of the route. 

When the calculation is finished the results are presented to the user, first showing 

the routes that perfectly match the user’s wishes. Following there are additional 

suggestions, matching the user’s wishes only partly. This mechanism is extremely 

helpful if there are no routes perfectly matching the user’s wishes. If he does not 

know the reason why he got no results, he would have to try over and over again, 

changing several input data. Providing additional routes marking the mismatches 

helps the user by cutting down on the time searching for the entries to get some 

result. 
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Figure 17: Results screen showing both perfect and partly matches 

The results table shows the departure- and arrival time and the travel chain with the 

several means of transport used within each link. Choosing one of the rows shows 

the trip’s details. 

Tapping one of the links causes different behaviour dependent on the kind of the link, 

e.g. showing information about departure time, check-in time or flight number if it is a 

flight.  

 
Figure 18: Flight details screen 
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If applicable traffic terminal information is available from this screen. 

If the user taps on the destination point the “Guide”-module is called, containing the 

destination as the point to look for POIs in the proximity. 

 
Figure 19: The «Guide» module 

Searching for hotels will deliver a list of hotels matching the preferences set both in 

the user- and the role profile. The list is ordered by price but can be re-ordered by 

other attributes.  

Tapping one of the hotels in the list calls a screen presenting detailed information 

about the hotel, giving the user the possibility to book a room or set the hotel as the 

new destination for his trip. 
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Figure 20: Hotel details page 

A click on “Set as destination” starts the route planning over again without further 

actions required from the user. 

5.2. Human Machine Interface 

There will be only one user interface the user is presented with. Regardless of the 

device the user will use the attributes apply to all ways possible to use the system. 

The main end device will be the PDA with a certain screen size and resolution 

(details can be found in chapter 4.2.1 Display). Due to the fact that the in car device 

will neither have an own output screen nor input device, the PDA will act as these. 

PDA and in car device will be coupled via radio communication. For the PC an applet 

is planned, showing a simulation of the PDA. So there also is no difference in user 

interaction and presentation of information. 

The human machine interface will consist of several modules. These modules can be 

accessed via the main menu or while performing a task in one of them. 

5.2.1. Display 

The screen size of a PDA is between 3.5’ and 4.0’ at a resolution of 320 x 240 pixels. 

The display is capable of showing 65.000 colours at a time. 
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When used inside the car the PDA will act as the in- and output device due to the fact 

that the in car device does not have them itself. 

On the PC there will be a java applet emulating a PDA, so that the screen resolution 

remains the same 320 x 240 pixels. 

5.2.2. Controls  

Most functions of the system on the PDA will be controlled using a stylus. Scrolling 

the screen may be done using the 4-way button on the device. Entering text may be 

done using the virtual keyboard. However in order to save screen space using the 

transcriber should be preferred. The user can in this way use the whole screen for his 

text entries without losing screen space. 

When used inside the car the transcriber is not appropriate as input method for the 

driver. Thus a virtual keyboard will be provided as soon as the driver taps on one of 

the input fields. For an example see This allows operating the device with the touch 

of a finger. Switching from one input method to the other will be controlled by (dis-) 

connecting the PDA from/to the car. Nevertheless the co driver will still be able to use 

the transcriber as this is much more convenient than the virtual keyboard. 

 
Figure 21: Virtual keyboard when device is used inside the car 
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On the PC most functions of the system will be controlled using a mouse. Scrolling 

may be done using the scroll wheel. However, using the keyboard for controlling the 

application exclusively will also be possible. The tab key is used to skip the focus to 

the next item on the screen, hitting the return key calls confirms a text entry field or 

activates a button. Windows- or MAC-specific keys must not be used in order to 

guarantee platform independency. 

5.2.3. Layout 

The Screen is divided into three separate spaces:  

1. On the top margin the Main Menu containing the most important 
modules “Plan a trip”, “Guide”, Storage” and “Account”. Additionally 
there is the item “Home” which brings the user back to the welcome 
page. 

2. The second space, taking most of the screen space, contains the 
actual content.  

3. The third space at the bottom of the page contains the 
IMAGINE IT logo and a “Logout”-button which brings the user back to 
the Login page. 

The modules will look the same independent from the way they have been reached. 

That cuts down on the time the user needs to become familiar with the system. In 

addition all screens should show the same layout. This cuts down on the time 

needed to learn the new interface and provides a familiar and comfortable sense of 

trust for the whole application. 

It is preferred to put all information provided to the user on one page to avoid the 

necessity of scrolling the content. However, if more screen space is needed, scrolling 

the content is acceptable. 

To enhance readability the user will be able to set a preferred font size.   

5.2.4. Impact of profiles 

Several profiles will have impact on the appearance of the HMI and the default 

values of the interactive elements. 
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For example the role profile will affect the default value for the preferred means of 

transport together with the user profile. The user might want to travel by plane if he is 

away on business but wants to drive by car if he is on holiday. 

5.2.4.1. User profile 

There will be one user profile for each user. At the beginning there is a default user 

profile which can be adapted by the user to his special needs. 

The user profile contains personal data about the user like name and age as well as 

information about stored trips, preferred payment method or the home area. Detailed 

information can be found in the HMI requirements document. 

The profile will be saved on the PDA. On shutdown the profile will be backed up to 

the IM@GINE IT server. On start-up both profiles are synchronized with each other. 

5.2.4.2. Role profile 

There will be three versions of the role profile, one for each role: businessman, tourist 

and  commuter.. During the first connection the appropriate default profile will be 

used and can be adapted by the user via the “Account” menu. 

The role profile contains information about preferred means of transport, route  

optimisation or display of preferred POIs. Detailed information can be found in the 

HMI requirements document. 

The profile will be saved on the PDA. On shutdown the profile will be backed up to 

the IM@GINE IT server. On start-up both profiles are synchronized with each other. 

5.2.5. Navigation 

5.2.5.1. Main Modules 

Calling one of the main modules (“Plan a trip”, “Guide”, “Storage” and “Account”) is 

done by clicking the appropriate button in the menu at the top of the screen. 
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By clicking the “Home” button the user gets back to the welcome screen whatever 

menu the user is in. This follows the interaction design pattern “Go back to a save 

place”. 

5.2.5.2. Navigation between screens 

Screens placed deeper in the hierarchy contain a button labelled “back”, giving the 

user the ability to return to the previous screen. 

All modules shall save the state it is in when the user calls another module. This 

allows jumping between the modules without losing information and continuing work 

without re-entering any information. This is especially important when using the 

application on the PDA due to the fact that there is no keyboard. Entering information 

using character recognition or a virtual keyboard takes a lot of time and can be 

frustrating for the user. 

5.2.5.3. Navigation in maps 

Maps can be found in the POI search, in the trip planning and other menus. 

Navigating the map must be intuitive and must be feasible with as few steps as 

possible. Another constraint is the screen space available on the PDA. 

When navigating a map, one click in the map centres this point on the screen, 

simultaneously setting a flag at this point. This cuts down on the time the user needs 

for choosing a specific point. Depending on the activity the user is carrying out, the 

flag has a different meaning. When setting a starting address during the trip planning 

the flag represents the starting point, during POI search it represents the centre of 

the perimeter POIs are searched in. 

Zooming in and out is done via two buttons next to the map. Clicking on the button 

“Cancel” brings the user back to the previous screen without taking over the defined 

point. 

5.2.6. Adaptability according to travel mode 

There will be mainly two different modes the application can be used in: the normal 

mode in which the PDA is used as a single device and the in-car mode in which the 
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PDA is connected to the in car device. In this case the PDA acts as the in- and output 

device for the in car unit which is connected to the car’s bus system. 

5.2.6.1. In car mode 

When the PDA is connected to the car via the cradle, a pop up window appears, 

asking the user if he wants to change to car mode. If the user accepts, the PDA 

connects to the in car unit to get information about different states like fuel level or 

exact geographic position from the GPS module. In this mode text can be filled in via 

a virtual keyboard. The keyboard is shown every time the user taps on one of the text 

input fields. (See Figure 21: Virtual keyboard when device is used inside the car). 

Depending on the situation the HMI will change its output method and the point in 

time it presents information to the user. E.g. the system will not present any 

information (in any way) when the driver’s workload is increased by any situation the 

system is able to detect. 

5.2.6.2. Other modes 

In all other travel modes the user is able to use the PDA with the normal input 

method: the transcriber or the built-in virtual keyboard. 

Due to the fact that the system is not able to detect whether the user is e.g. in a train 

or not, the user must tell this to the system. This is especially important when 

travelling by plane because using GPS devices is prohibited on board. 

5.2.7. Implementation of the HMI 

The HMI will be defined using XML. This allows the separation of the graphical 

representation from the business logic. 

The GUI toolkit “Thinlet” will be used, allowing the definition of the HMI in XML. The 

XML file contains all graphical elements together with the names of the methods that 

will be called if the user interacts with the element.  

Thinlet is a single Java class that parses the XML file and generates the graphical 

Interface accordingly. Thinlet works with most available Java Virtual Machines and is 
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thus capable to run on almost every platform. Tests that have been conducted show 

that applications using Thinlet work on Windows/x86, QNX/PowerPC and 

Windows/ARM. It is open source and free, even for commercial products. 

Figure 22 shows the XML code for the screen shown in Figure 15: 

<?xml version=”1.0” encoding=”ISO-8859-1” ?>  
- <panel columns=”1” background=”255,255,255” width=”240” height=”320” 

property=”encoding=ISO-8859-1;buildpath=;cls=” gap=”0” bottom=”0”> 
- <menubar colspan=”1” height=”20” width=”240”> 

  <menu text=”Home” font=”Arial bold 9” />  
  <menu text=”Plan a trip” font=”Arial bold 9” background=”153,153,255” />  
  <menu text= »Guide » font= »Arial bold 9 » />  
  <menu text=”Storage” font=”Arial bold 9” />  
  <menu text=”Account” font=”Arial bold 9” />  
  </menubar> 

- <panel border=”false” width=”240” height=”269” background=”255,255,255” 

columns=”1” left=”4” right=”4” gap=”8” top=”4” � andat=”center” bottom=”4” 

scrollable=”true”> 
- <panel weightx=”1” weighty=”1” colspan=”1” width=”216” 

background=”255,255,255” columns=”1” left=”4” gap=”2” top=”15” � andat=”center” 
bottom=”4”> 

  <label � andat=”center” text=”Welcome to IM@GINE IT Mr. Smith!” font=”Arial bold 12” />  
  </panel> 

- <panel weightx=”1” weighty=”1” colspan=”1” width=”216” 

background=”255,255,255” columns=”1” left=”4” gap=”2” top=”4” � andat=”center” 
bottom=”0”> 

  <label � andat=”center” text=”You have an” font=”Arial bold 12” />  
  </panel> 

- <panel weightx=”1” weighty=”1” colspan=”1” width=”216” 

background=”255,255,255” columns=”1” left=”4” gap=”2” top=”0” � andat=”center” 
bottom=”4”> 

  <button � andat=”center” text=”Active trip” font=”Arial bold 12” />  
  </panel> 

- <panel border=”false” colspan=”1” background=”255,255,255” width=”216” 

height=”150” columns=”1” gap=”0” top=”0” � andat=”center” bottom=”0”> 
- <panel border=”true” colspan=”1” background=”179,207,251” columns=”1” 

width=”216” height=”20” left=”4”> 
  <label text=”Active trip info” font=”Arial bold 12” foreground=”255,255,255” />  
  </panel> 

- <panel border=”true” colspan=”1” background=”255,255,255” columns=”2” top=”4” 

left=”4” bottom=”4” gap=”6” width=”216” height=”130”> 
  <label valign=”top” rowspan=”3” font=”Arial plain 9” height=”12” width=”60” text=”Start:” />  
  <label font=”Arial plain 9” text=”Etzelstraße 1” />  
  <label font=”Arial plain 9” text=”Bietigheim-Bissingen” />  
  <label font=”Arial plain 9” text=”02.07.2004 8:06” />  
  <label text=”” colspan=”2” width=”100” height=”4” />  

  <label valign=”top” rowspan=”2” font=”Arial plain 9” height=”12” width=”60” 

text=”Destination:” />  
  <label font=”Arial plain 9” text=”Hotel Hilton Athens” />  
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  <label font=”Arial plain 9” text=”02.07.2004” />  
  <label text=”” colspan=”2” width=”100” height=”4” />  
  <label font=”Arial plain 9” text=”Progress:” />  
  <progressbar minimum=”0” maximum=”100” value=”72” width=”130” height=”12” />  
  </panel> 
  </panel> 
  </panel> 

- <panel colspan=”1” background=”255,255,255” border=”true” columns=”3” top=”4” 

left=”4” bottom=”4” right=”0” gap=”4”> 
  <label colspan=”3” valign=”bottom” text=”” height=”20” width=”160” 

icon=”/images/LogoKlein.gif” />  
  <button text=”Logout” />  
  </panel> 
  </panel> 

Figure 22: XML Code of the welcome screen 

In tests we got a sample application with a XML-defined GUI running on Microsoft 

Windows XP/x86, QNX/PowerPC and Microsoft Windows mobile 2003/Xscale. As 

JVM we decided to use the J9 from IBM. 

5.2.8. Constraints and benefits 

Following is a list of constraints and benefits arising from the use of a PDA as the in- 

and output device. As mentioned before, the PC application, too is affected by the 

PDA in the way that the PC application will emulate the PDA application. 

The following constraints must be taken into account: 

 Screen resolution is limited to 320 by 240 pixels 

 Screen size is between 3.5 and 4.0 inches depending on the PDA used 

 There is only limited processing capacity on a PDA, which does not allow to 

provide speech recognition, speech synthesis or other complex tasks 

 The PDA provides only limited memory (between 32 an 128 MB depending 

on model used) 

 Low data rates when using GPRS limit the user experience in terms of 

download times and response times. Using WLAN or UMTS may provide 

better performance. 

 The non-coated PDA screen demands a special mounting place in the car 

where it is protected from direct sunlight in order to enhance clearness of the 

display and to prevent the screen from reflecting the sunlight. 
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 Lack of a traditional keyboard slows down text input. This must be done via a 

virtual keyboard or via the transcriber. Both input methods are much slower 

compared to entering text via a traditional keyboard. 

 Battery capacity allows only 4 to 9 hours of working time. 

Today different market trends could be identified. On the one hand there is a clear 

trend to smaller mobile devices, and on the other hand formerly separate devices are 

more and more being integrated into on new mobile device. In the segment of PDAs 

this means that more and more devices emerge in the market which offer in some 

way or the other also telephony functions, whereas SmartPhones more and more 

offer the processing power and storage capacities of a PDA. The following benefits 

arise from the use of a PDA or a SmartPhone: 

 More or less standardised screen sizes. 

 More or less standardised colour depth. 

 Sufficient memory in order to run applets and applications. 

 Sufficient interfaces in order to connect external devices. 

 Availability of most standardised communication interfaces such as Bluetooth, 

GPRS or even UMTS. 

 Relatively good processing power in order to process certain tasks on the 

client itself, without having to have a connection to a central server. 

 Larger SmartPhones like the MDA2 from T-Mobile combine the advantages of 

a normal PDA and mobile phones. Thus there is no separate mobile phone 

necessary to set up a connection to the Internet. 

 The use of maps and pictures is more attractive in relatively large colour 

displays such as in PDA and SmartPhone. 

5.3. Description 

This chapter describes all available screens of the user interface with all interactive 

elements they contain. 

The chapter is divided in subchapters following the organisation of the HMI. So the 

subchapters cover Login page, Welcome page, Register, Plan a trip, Guide, Account 

and additionally a chapter containing information about elements existing on almost 

every page. 
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Every interactive element is specified by the following attributes: 

Label: Name of the element. 

Description: Description of the element. 

Type: Type of the element (button, menu, combobox,…). 

Constraints: Specifies whether the appearance and behaviour of the 
element depends on values of other elements. 

Dependencies: Specifies whether changing the value of the element 
changes the appearance and behaviour of other 
elements… 

Default: Specifies the default value. 

Mandatory: Specifies whether an element is mandatory. 

5.3.1. General Elements 

General elements are shown independent from the module the user is working in. 

5.3.1.1. Main Menu 

Label Main menu 

Description Shows general modules for fast access. 

Type Menu 

Items:  - Home 

-  Plan a trip 

-  Guide 

-  Storage 

-  Account 

Constraints Visible on all screens except on the Login screen. 

Dependencies NA 

Default NA 

Mandatory No 

5.3.1.2. Logout 

Label Logout button 

Description Logs the user off from the system and calls the Login screen. 

Type Button 

Constraints Visible on all screens except on the Login screen. 

Dependencies NA 
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Default NA 

Mandatory No 

5.3.2. Login Page 

The Login page allows the user to log into the system with one of four roles: business 

man, tourist, commuter or for leisure. 

The user chooses the role with which he wants to log into the system and enters his 

password. If password and name are correct, the user is presented with the welcome 

screen. 

New users may register to the IM@GINE IT system by clicking the “Register”-button. 

Clicking on the “Guided Tour”-button opens a screen presenting the IM@GINE IT 

system. 

Label Login as… 

Description Specifies the role with which the user wants to log into the 
system. 

Type Combo Box 

Items: “Business man”, “Tourist”, “Commuter”, “Leisure” 

Constraints NA 

Dependencies Choosing one of the entries causes the system to load role 
specific default values for all modules. 

Default Entry 0: “Login as…” 

Mandatory No 

 

Label Password 

Description Specifies the password the user has specified during the 
registration process. 

Type Password field 

Constraints NA 

Dependencies NA 

Default empty 

Mandatory No 
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Label OK 

Description Brings the user to the welcome screen if password is correct. 
5.3.4 

Type Button 

Constraints Password must be correct to get access to the IM@GINE IT 
system. 

Dependencies NA 

Default NA 

Mandatory NA 

 

Label Register 

Description Brings the user to the registration form for registering to the 
IM@GINE IT services. 5.3.3 

Type Button 

Constraints NA 

Dependencies NA 

Default NA 

Mandatory NA 

 

Label Guided tour 

Description Brings the user to a guided tour, which provides information 
about what IM@GINE IT is, how it helps planning a trip and 
booking tickets. 

Type Button 

Constraints NA 

Dependencies NA 

Default NA 

Mandatory NA 

5.3.3. Register 

The registration screen allows the user to register to the IM@GINE IT system. He 

must enter a username and the same password in two following password fields. 

Pressing the “OK”-button brings the user to the “Enter data” screen if the username 

chosen is unique and the passwords are the same in the two password fields. 
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Label Username 

Description Specifies the name the user wishes to log into the system. 

Type Editable text field 

Constraints NA 

Dependencies NA 

Default NA 

Mandatory No 

 

Label Password 

Description Specifies the password the user wishes to use 

Type Password field 

Constraints NA 

Dependencies NA 

Default NA 

Mandatory No 

 

Label OK 

Description Starts the registration process “Enter user data” 5.3.3.1 

Type Button 

Constraints “Enter user data” is only called if chosen username is unique 
and password is set. Otherwise a prompt, telling why the 
registration failed, is shown to the user. 

Dependencies NA 

Default NA 

Mandatory NA 

5.3.3.1. Enter user data 

The user must enter some personal data like first name, last name and address. 

Pressing “OK” saves the data to the user profile. All other information can be entered 

in 4.3.8 “Administration Module” of the application. 

Label First name 

Description Specifies the first name of the user. 

Type Editable text field 

Constraints NA 
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Dependencies NA 

Default NA 

Mandatory No 

 

Label Last name 

Description Specifies the last name of the user. 

Type Editable text field 

Constraints NA 

Dependencies NA 

Default NA 

Mandatory No 

 

Label Street 

Description Specifies the address (street) of the user. 

Type Editable text field 

Constraints NA 

Dependencies NA 

Default NA 

Mandatory No 

Label House number 

Description Specifies the address (house number) of the user. 

Type Editable text field 

Constraints NA 

Dependencies NA 

Default NA 

Mandatory No 

 

Label ZIP 

Description Specifies the address (zip code) of the user. 

Type Editable text field 

Constraints NA 

Dependencies NA 

Default NA 
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Mandatory No 

 

Label City 

Description Specifies the address (city) of the user. 

Type Editable text field 

Constraints NA 

Dependencies NA 

Default NA 

Mandatory No 

 

Label Country 

Description Specifies the address (country) of the user. 

Type Combobox 

Items: European countries 

Constraints NA 

Dependencies NA 

Default NA 

Mandatory No 

Label OK 

Description Stores the input from the several fields in the user profile. 

Type Button 

Constraints Only active if all input fields are filled out. 

Dependencies NA 

Default NA 

Mandatory NA 

5.3.4. Welcome Page 

The welcome page contains information like start- and arrival time and a progress 

bar about an active trip if there is one together with a button calling further details 

about the active trip. 

Otherwise information about the IM@GINE IT system (e.g. availability of updates) 

may be shown. 
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Label Active trip button 

Description Calls the info page containing detailed information about the 
active trip. 5.3.9 

Type Button 

Constraints Only active if there actually is an active trip. 

Dependencies NA 

Default NA 

Mandatory NA 

 

Label Active trip table 

Description Shows some general information about active trip. 5.3.4.1 

Type Table 

Constraints Only visible if there actually is an active trip. 

Dependencies NA 

Default NA 

Mandatory NA 

5.3.4.1. Active trip table 

Label Starting time 

Description Shows time the user left its starting point and name of starting 
point. 

Type Label 

Constraints Only visible if there actually is an active trip. 

Dependencies NA 

Default NA 

Mandatory NA 

 

Label Arrival time 

Description Shows time the user will arrive at his destination and name of 
destination. 

Type Label 

Constraints Only visible if there actually is an active trip. 

Dependencies NA 

Default NA 

Mandatory NA 
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Label Progress 

Description Represents the progress of the trip. 

Type Progress bar 

Constraints Only visible if there actually is an active trip. 

Dependencies NA 

Default NA 

Mandatory NA 

5.3.5. Plan a trip 

The “Plan a trip” request page consists of a tabbed pane containing four tabs labelled 

“From”, “To”, “Date” and “Options”. 

Some or all of the elements may be filled. E.g. this is the case if the user gets to 

“Plan a trip” from “Modify search” or “Plan a trip to POI”. 

These tabs are described in the next chapters. 

5.3.5.1. From 

Label Street  

Description Specifies the name of the street the user wants to start from. 

Type Editable text field 

Constraints May be left empty if at least city is specified by the user either by 
filling the text field “City” or by clicking one of the buttons 
(“Home”, Select in map”, “Automatic Positioning”, “Stored POI”) 

Dependencies NA 

Default empty 

Mandatory Yes 

 

Label Nr. 

Description Specifies the house number the user wants to start from. 

Type Editable text field 

Constraints May be left empty if at least city is specified by the user either by 
filling the text field “City” or by clicking one of the buttons 
(“Home”, Select in map”, “Automatic Positioning”, “Stored POI”) 
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Only numeric values can be entered. 

Dependencies NA 

Default empty 

Mandatory Yes 

 

Label ZIP 

Description Specifies the zip code of the city the user wants to start from. 

Type Editable text field 

Constraints May be left empty if at least city is specified by the user either by 
filling the text field “City” or by clicking one of the buttons 
(“Home”, Select in map”, “Automatic Positioning”, “Stored POI”) 

Only numeric values can be entered. 

Dependencies NA 

Default empty 

Mandatory Yes 

 

Label City 

Description Specifies the name of the city the user wants to start from. 

Type Editable text field 

Constraints Can be filled automatically by pressing one of the buttons 
“Home”, Select in map”, “Automatic Positioning”, “Stored POI” 

Dependencies NA 

Default empty 

Mandatory No 

 

Label Country 

Description Specifies the country the user wants to start from. 

Type Combobox 

Items: European countries 

Constraints NA 

Dependencies NA 

Default Home country of the user 

Mandatory No 
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Label Home 

Description Fills the editable text fields with the user’s home address as 
specified in the user profile 

Type Button 

Constraints Only active if home address is specified in user profile. 

Dependencies NA 

Default NA 

Mandatory NA 

 

Label Select in map 

Description Calls a map showing the home country of the user if no  

Type Button 

Constraints Map is shown dependent on the data entered in the text fields. 
Example: If nothing is filled in the map shows the country 
specified in the “Country” combobox. 

Dependencies NA 

Default Map of country specified in user profile as the home country 

Mandatory NA 

 

Label Stored POI 

Description Calls stored POIs presented in a list. 

Type Button 

Constraints Only active if there are stored POIs available. 

Dependencies NA 

Default NA 

Mandatory NA 

 

Label Automatic positioning 

Description Fills the editable text fields with the user’s current location as the 
corresponding address 

Type Button 

Constraints Only active if automatic positioning is technically possible. 

Dependencies NA 

Default NA 
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Mandatory NA 

5.3.5.2. To: 

Editable text fields and buttons are the same as in the “From:” tab except button 

“Automatic positioning”. 

Label Calculate 

Description Calculates the trip alternatives and shows the results on the 
screen. 5.3.5.4.7 

Type Button 

Constraints Only active if both starting address and destination are 
specified. 

Dependencies NA 

Default NA 

Mandatory NA 

5.3.5.3. Date: 

Label Start/Arrival 

Description Specifies if the date specified is either the starting or the arrival 
time. 

Type Single selection 

Items: Start, Arrive 

Constraints NA 

Dependencies NA 

Default Start 

Mandatory No 

 

Label Time – Hours 

Description Specifies the time (Hours) the user wants to leave / arrive. 

Type Combobox  

Constraints Items are from 1 to 24 if user specified to use 24H mode in user 
profile. Otherwise it contains hours from 1 to 12 o’clock. 

Dependencies NA 

Default Current time 

Mandatory No 
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Label Time – Minutes 

Description Specifies the time (Minutes) the user wants to leave / arrive. (5 
min steps) 

Type Combobox  

Constraints NA 

Dependencies NA 

Default Current time 

Mandatory No 

 

Label Time – AM/PM 

Description Specifies if user wants to start am or pm. 

Type Combobox  

Constraints Only visible if user specified to use AM/PM mode. 

Dependencies NA 

Default Current time 

Mandatory NA 

 

Label Date – Month 

Description Specifies the time (month) the user wants to leave / arrive. 

Type Combobox  

Items: Months  

Constraints NA 

Dependencies NA 

Default Current time 

Mandatory No 

 

Label Date – Day 

Description Specifies the time (day) the user wants to leave / arrive. 

Type Combobox  

Items: days  

Constraints Dependent from the chosen month the combobox contains the 
days from 1 to 28/29/30/31 

Dependencies NA 

Default Current time 
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Mandatory No 

 

Label Date – Year 

Description Specifies the time (year) the user wants to leave / arrive. 

Type Combobox  

Items: years 2004 –2006  

Constraints NA 

Dependencies NA 

Default Current year 

Mandatory No 

5.3.5.4. Options 

The options set are effecting only the current route planning! All default values are 

taken from the user- and role profile. 

Label Kind of route 

Description Specifies the kind of route the user wants to be calculated 
(fastest <-> shortest) 

Type Slider 

Constraints NA 

Dependencies NA 

Default Settings specified in the user profile and role profile. 

Mandatory  

 

Label Means of transport 

Description Specifies the if and in what intensity the user wants to use the 
different means of transport (not at all <-> in either case) 

Type Slider 

Sliders for: car, plane, train, pedestrian, public transport, rental 
car 

Constraints NA 

Dependencies NA 

Default Settings specified in the user profile and role profile. 

Mandatory No 
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Label Means of transport preferences 

Description Calls a screen for detailed specification of preferences for each 
means of transport. (5.3.5.4.1, 5.3.5.4.2, 5.3.5.4.3, 5.3.5.4.4, 0, 
5.3.5.4.6 

Type Button 

Buttons next to: car, plane, train, pedestrian public transport 

Constraints NA 

Dependencies NA 

Default NA 

Mandatory NA 

5.3.5.4.1. Car preferences 

Label Road options 

Description Specifies several road options 

Type Multiple selection 

Items: use highway, use toll roads, use ferry 

Constraints NA 

Dependencies NA 

Default Settings specified in the user profile and role profile. 

Mandatory No 

 

Label Kind of car used 

Description Specifies the kind of car that is used 

Type Combobox 

Items: Compact, medium, luxury, one or more cars specified in 
car profile. 

Constraints NA 

Dependencies NA 

Default Settings specified in the user profile and role profile. 

Mandatory No 

 

Label Preferred parking 

Description Specifies if the user prefers parking lots, parking garages with or 
without attendant 

Type Combobox 

Items: parking lot without attendant, parking lot with attendant, 
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parking garage without attendant, parking garage with attendant 

Constraints NA 

Dependencies NA 

Default Settings specified in the user profile and role profile. 

Mandatory No 

 

Label Back 

Description Brings user back to “Show Results” 5.3.5.4.7 

Type Button 

Constraints NA 

Dependencies NA 

Default NA 

Mandatory NA 

5.3.5.4.2. Flight preferences 

Label Preferred airline 

Description Specifies the airline the user wants to fly with. 

Type Combobox 

Items: airlines, “none preferred” 

Constraints NA 

Dependencies NA 

Default Settings specified in the user profile and role profile. 

Mandatory Yes 

 

Label Preferred class 

Description Specifies the class the user wants to fly. 

Type Combobox 

Items: first, business, tourist 

Constraints NA 

Dependencies NA 

Default Settings specified in the user profile and role profile. 

Mandatory Yes 
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Label Preferred smoking/non smoking 

Description Specifies if the user prefers smoking- or non smoking flights. 

Type Combobox 

Items: smoking, non smoking 

Constraints NA 

Dependencies NA 

Default Settings specified in the user profile and role profile. 

Mandatory Yes 

 

Label Preferred meals 

Description Specifies the kind of meals the user wishes on his flight 

Type Combobox 

Items: standard, vegetarian,… 

Constraints NA 

Dependencies NA 

Default Settings specified in the user profile and role profile. 

Mandatory Yes 

 

Label Back 

Description Brings user back to “Options” 5.3.5.4 

Type Button 

Constraints NA 

Dependencies NA 

Default NA 

Mandatory NA 

5.3.5.4.3. Pedestrian preferences 

Label Maximum walking distance 

Description Specifies the maximum distance the user is willing to walk. 

Type Editable text field (distance in metres) 

Constraints NA 

Dependencies NA 

Default Settings specified in the user profile and role profile. 

Mandatory No 
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Label Back 

Description Brings user back to “Options” 5.3.5.4 

Type Button 

Constraints NA 

Dependencies NA 

Default NA 

Mandatory NA 

5.3.5.4.4. Public transport preferences 

Label Preferred class 

Description Specifies the class the user wants to use. 

Type Combobox 

Items: first, second 

Constraints NA 

Dependencies NA 

Default Settings specified in the user profile and role profile. 

Mandatory Yes 

 

Label Back 

Description Brings user back to “Options” 5.3.5.4 

Type Button 

Constraints NA 

Dependencies NA 

Default NA 

Mandatory NA 
 

5.3.5.4.5. Train preferences 

Label Preferred class 

Description Specifies the class the user wants to fly. 

Type Combobox 

Items: first, second 

Constraints NA 

Dependencies NA 
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Default Settings specified in the user profile and role profile. 

Mandatory Yes 

 

Label Preferred train 

Description Specifies what kind of train the user wants to use. 

Type Multiple selection 

Items: Inter City Express, Inter City,… 

Constraints NA 

Dependencies NA 

Default Settings specified in the user profile and role profile. 

Mandatory Yes 

 

Label Back 

Description Brings user back to “Options” 5.3.5.4 

Type Button 

Constraints NA 

Dependencies NA 

Default NA 

Mandatory NA 

5.3.5.4.6. Rental car preferences 

Label Preferred car class 

Description Specifies the size of the car the user wants to book 

Type Combobox 

Items: Compact, Midsize, Fullsize, Luxury, Convertible, Van, 
SUV 

Constraints NA 

Dependencies NA 

Default NA 

Mandatory Yes 

 

Label Preferred rental company 

Description Specifies what rental company the user wants to book the car 
at. 
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Type Combobox 

Items: Hertz, Europcar, Avis,… 

Constraints NA 

Dependencies NA 

Default NA 

Mandatory Yes 

 

Label Back 

Description Brings user back to “Options” 5.3.5.4 

Type Button 

Constraints NA 

Dependencies NA 

Default NA 

Mandatory NA 

5.3.5.4.7. Show results 

Label Perfect matches 

Description Shows trips completely matching the user’s wishes. Tapping a 
row will call “Show details” 

Type Table 

Constraints Only visible if there are perfect matches. 

Dependencies NA 

Default NA 

Mandatory Yes 

 

Label Trips matching partly 

Description Shows trips partly matching the user’s wishes. Tapping a row 
will call “Show details” 

Type Table 

Constraints NA 

Dependencies NA 

Default NA 

Mandatory NA 
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Label Modify Search 

Description Brings the user back to “Plan a trip” for changing the parameters 

Type Button 

Constraints NA 

Dependencies NA 

Default NA 

Mandatory NA 

5.3.5.4.8. Show details 

Label Trip details 

Description Shows details about the selected trip. Table contains both chain 
links and via points. Tapping in a row will call further details. 

Type Table 

Constraints NA 

Dependencies If row tapped contains chain link, the “Route info” (5.3.5.4.9) is 
called. If row tapped contains a via point, “Transport terminal 
info” (0) or “POIs details” (5.3.6.1.1) is called. If the end point is 
clicked, “Destination info” (5.3.5.4.15) is called. 

Default NA 

Mandatory NA 

 

 

Label Add trip to cart 

Description Calls “Add trip to cart” 5.3.5.4.12 

Type Button 

Constraints NA 

Dependencies NA 

Default NA  

Mandatory NA 

 

Label Store trip 

Description Calls “Store trip” 5.3.5.4.13 

Type Button 

Constraints NA 
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Dependencies NA 

Default NA 

Mandatory NA 

 

Label Activate trip 

Description Makes the trip the active trip. 

Type Button 

Constraints NA 

Dependencies If another trip is active the user is prompted. He can choose to 
keep the current trip active or to set the new trip as the active 
trip. 

Default NA 

Mandatory NA 

 

Label Show in map 

Description Calls “Show trip”  

Type Button 

Constraints NA 

Dependencies NA 

Default NA 

Mandatory NA 

 

Label Back 

Description Brings user back to “Show Results” 5.3.5.4.7 

Type Button 

Constraints NA 

Dependencies NA 

Default NA 

Mandatory NA 

5.3.5.4.9. Route info 

Label Chain link in map 

Description Shows the chain link in a map (together with POIs) 

Navigation: see 5.2.5.3 
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Type map 

Constraints NA 

Dependencies NA 

Default NA 

Mandatory Yes 

 

Label Show POIs 

Description Calls a screen for selecting POIs to show in the map “Show 
POIs details” 

Type Button 

Constraints NA 

Dependencies NA 

Default NA 

Mandatory Yes 

 

Label Ask seat availability 

Description Calls “Ask seat availability” 

Type Button 

Constraints Only active if route info shows train or plane 

Dependencies NA 

Default NA 

Mandatory Yes 

 

Label Means of transport info 

Description Contains info about start- and arrival time, duration, costs, 
distance and:  

 class (if train/plane) 

 size (if rental car) 

 smoking/non smoking (if train, plane) 

Type Table 

Constraints Only active if route info shows train or plane 

Dependencies NA 

Default NA 

Mandatory Yes 
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Label Navigate To 

Description  Calls the menu “Navigate To” 

Type Button 

Constraints Only active if route info shows train or plane 

Dependencies NA 

Default NA 

Mandatory NA 

 

Label Back 

Description Brings the user back to “Show details” 5.3.5.4.8 

Type Button 

Constraints Only active if route info shows train or plane 

Dependencies NA 

Default NA 

Mandatory NA 
 

5.3.5.4.10. Ask seat availability 

Label Show available seats 

Description Shows a list of available seats with their characteristics.  

Type Table 

Constraints NA 

Dependencies NA 

Default NA 

Mandatory No 

 

Label Book ticket 

Description Calls “Book ticket” 5.3.5.4.11 

Type Button 

Constraints Only active if booking a ticket is possible. 

Dependencies NA 

Default NA 

Mandatory Yes 
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Label Back 

Description Brings the user back to “Show details” 5.3.5.4.8 

Type Button 

Constraints Only active if route info shows train or plane 

Dependencies NA 

Default NA 

Mandatory NA 

5.3.5.4.11. Book ticket 

Label Information about seat 

Description Shows information about price,…  

Type Table 

Constraints NA 

Dependencies NA 

Default NA 

Mandatory NA 

 

Label Credit card information 

Description Specifies data about the user’s credit card for billing. 

Type Editable text field 

Constraints NA 

Dependencies NA 

Default Empty / Information specified in user profile 

Mandatory No 

 

Label OK 

Description Accepts the billing of the service. 

Type Button 

Constraints Only active if route info shows train or plane 

Dependencies NA 

Default NA 

Mandatory NA 
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Label Back 

Description Brings the user back to “Show details” 5.3.5.4.8 

Type Button 

Constraints Only active if route info shows train or plane 

Dependencies NA 

Default NA 

Mandatory NA 

5.3.5.4.12. Add trip to cart 

Label General information about trip 

Description Contains information about the trip (Start, Arrival, Costs) 

Type Table 

Constraints NA 

Dependencies NA 

Default NA 

Mandatory NA 

 

Label Name 

Description Specifies the name for the trip to add to the cart. 

Type Editable text field 

Constraints NA 

Dependencies NA 

Default Name consisting of start- and destination city. 

Mandatory No 

 

Label Save 

Description Saves the trip to the cart. 

Type Button 

Constraints Only active if name is specified. 

Dependencies NA 

Default NA 

Mandatory NA 
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Label Back 

Description Brings the user back to “Show details” 5.3.5.4.8 

Type Button 

Constraints Only active if route info shows train or plane 

Dependencies NA 

Default NA 

Mandatory NA 

5.3.5.4.13. Store trip 

Label Name 

Description Specifies the name for the trip to add to the cart. 

Type Editable text field 

Constraints NA 

Dependencies NA 

Default Name consisting of start- and destination city. 

Mandatory No 

 

Label Save 

Description Saves the trip to the cart. 

Type Button 

Constraints Only active if name is specified. 

Dependencies NA 

Default NA 

Mandatory NA 

 

Label Back 

Description Brings the user back to “Show details” 5.3.5.4.8 

Type Button 

Constraints Only active if route info shows train or plane 

Dependencies NA 

Default NA 

Mandatory NA 
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5.3.5.4.14. Transport terminal info 

Label Map of transport terminal 

Description Shows transport terminal  

Type Map 

Constraints NA 

Dependencies NA 

Default NA 

Mandatory NA 

 

Label PT timetable 

Description Calls “Show public transport timetable” 

Type Button 

Constraints Only active if route info shows train or plane 

Dependencies NA 

Default NA 

Mandatory NA 

 

Label Back 

Description Brings the user back to “Show details” 5.3.5.4.8 

Type Button 

Constraints Only active if route info shows train or plane 

Dependencies NA 

Default NA 

Mandatory NA 

5.3.5.4.15. Destination Information 

Label Map of destination 

Description Shows destination and proximity 

Type Map 

Constraints NA 

Dependencies NA 

Default NA 

Mandatory NA 
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Label Show POIs 

Description Calls a screen for selecting POIs to show in the map 

Type Button 

Constraints NA 

Dependencies NA 

Default NA 

Mandatory Yes 

 

Label Back 

Description Brings the user back to “Show details” 5.3.5.4.8 

Type Button 

Constraints Only active if route info shows train or plane 

Dependencies NA 

Default NA 

Mandatory NA 

5.3.5.4.16. Show In Map 

Label Zoom + 

Description Zooms into the map 

Type Button 

Constraints Only active zoom is not at maximum 

Dependencies NA 

Default NA 

Mandatory NA 

 

Label Zoom - 

Description Zooms out of the map 

Type Button 

Constraints Only active if zoom is not at minimum 

Dependencies NA 

Default NA 

Mandatory NA 
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Label Show POIs 

Description Calls a screen for selecting POIs to show in the map  

Type Button 

Constraints NA 

Dependencies NA 

Default NA 

Mandatory NA 

 

Label Back 

Description Brings the user back to “Show details” 5.3.5.4.8 

Type Button 

Constraints Only active if route info shows train or plane 

Dependencies NA 

Default NA 

Mandatory NA 

5.3.6. Guide  

The guide module allows the user to search for POIs near:  

 his current location; 

 any address;  

 home; 

 any point selectable in a map;  

 a stored POI. 

The user can choose the kind of POI he wants the system to search for together with 

the radius he wants the system to search in. Pressing the button “Go” starts the 

search and presents the results. 

There are two special options, namely “Find best gas station” and “Find best 

parking”. These will search automatically near the current position of the user without 

needing further input. 

Label Find best gas station 

Description Calculates best gas station near location according to user 
profile and shows them in “Show POIs” 5.3.6.1 
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Type Button 

Constraints Depends on user preferences for gas stations (preferred brand, 
octane number,…) 

Dependencies NA 

Default NA 

Mandatory NA 

 

Label Find best parking 

Description Searches for best parking near location according to user and 
role profile and shows them in “Show POIs” 5.3.6.1 

Type Button 

Constraints Depends on user preferences for parking (parking lot, parking 
garage,…) 

Dependencies NA 

Default NA 

Mandatory NA 

 

Label Find POI 

Description Specifies the category of POIs to look for 

Type Combobox 

Items: Restaurant, Hotel, Parks and Gardens, Nightlife, 
Landmarks, Shopping,… 

Constraints NA 

Dependencies NA 

Default Last used 

Mandatory No 

 

Label Street  

Description Specifies the name of the street the user wants to search for 
POIs. 

Type Editable text field 

Constraints May be left empty if at least city is specified by the user either by 
filling the text field “City” or by clicking one of the buttons 
(“Home”, Select in map”, “Automatic Positioning”, “Stored POI”) 

Dependencies NA 
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Default empty 

Mandatory Yes 

 

Label Nr. 

Description Specifies the house number the user wants to search for POIs. 

Type Editable text field 

Constraints May be left empty if at least city is specified by the user either by 
filling the text field “City” or by clicking one of the buttons 
(“Home”, Select in map”, “Automatic Positioning”, “Stored POI”) 

Only numeric values can be entered. 

Dependencies NA 

Default empty 

Mandatory Yes 

 

Label ZIP 

Description Specifies the zip code of the city the user wants to search for 
POIs.. 

Type Editable text field 

Constraints May be left empty if at least city is specified by the user either by 
filling the text field “City” or by clicking one of the buttons 
(“Home”, Select in map”, “Automatic Positioning”, “Stored POI”) 

Only numeric values can be entered. 

Dependencies NA 

Default empty 

Mandatory Yes 

 

Label City 

Description Specifies the name of the city the user wants to search for 
POIs.. 

Type Editable text field 

Constraints Can be filled automatically by pressing one of the buttons 
“Home”, Select in map”, “Automatic Positioning”, “Stored POI” 

Dependencies NA 

Default empty 

Mandatory No 
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Label Country 

Description Specifies the country the user wants to search for POIs. 

Type Combobox 

Items: European countries 

Constraints NA 

Dependencies NA 

Default Home country of the user 

Mandatory No 

 

Label Home 

Description Fills the editable text fields with the user’s home address as 
specified in the user profile 

Type Button 

Constraints Only active if home address is specified in user profile. 

Dependencies NA 

Default NA 

Mandatory NA 

 

Label Select in map 

Description Calls a map showing the home country of the user if no  

Type Button 

Constraints Map is shown dependent on the data entered in the text fields. 
Example: If nothing is filled in the map shows the country 
specified in the “Country” combobox. 

Dependencies NA 

Default Map of country specified in user profile as the home country 

Mandatory NA 

 

Label Stored POI 

Description Calls stored POIs presented in a list. 

Type Button 

Constraints Only active if there are stored POIs available. 

Dependencies NA 

Default NA 
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Mandatory NA 

 

Label Automatic positioning 

Description Fills the editable text fields with the user’s current location as the 
corresponding address 

Type Button 

Constraints Only active if automatic positioning is technically possible. 

Dependencies NA 

Default NA 

Mandatory NA 

 

Label Search radius 

Description Specifies the search radius for the POI search 

Type Editable text field 

Constraints NA 

Dependencies NA 

Default 1km 

Mandatory No 

 

Label Go 

Description Starts the search for specified category of POIs in specified 
proximity. Calls “Show POIs” 5.3.6.1 

Type Button 

Constraints Only active if automatic positioning is technically possible. 

Dependencies NA 

Default NA 

Mandatory NA 

5.3.6.1. Show POIs 

If the POI search delivered results they will be shown in this screen together with 

some general information according to the category the POI is in. So for a hotel 

search the information may contain the name, category and price for a room. The 

button “Show in map” displays a map showing all found POIs. 
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By tapping on one of the hotels a details screen is presented to the user. From here 

the user may ask for a special room by clicking the “Book a room” button. Storing the 

POI or setting it as a new destination for the “Plan a trip” module is possible, too. 

Label POI list 

Description Contains POIs of the specified category with specific attributes. 
Tapping on one of the rows shows POI’s details 5.3.6.1.1. 

Type Table 

Constraints Visible if POIs have been found. Otherwise message must be 
shown and system must jump back to “Guide” 5.3.6 

Dependencies NA 

Default NA 

Mandatory NA 

 

Label Show in map 

Description Calls map showing the location of found POIs. 

Type Button 

Constraints NA 

Dependencies NA 

Default NA 

Mandatory NA 

 

Label Back 

Description Brings the user back to “Guide” 5.3.6 

Type Button 

Constraints NA 

Dependencies NA 

Default NA 

Mandatory NA 

5.3.6.1.1. Show POI’s details 

Label POI’s details 

Description Contains detailed information about chosen POI. 

Type Table 

Constraints NA 
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Dependencies NA 

Default NA 

Mandatory NA 

 

Label Book a room 

Description Calls “Book a room” 

Type Button 

Constraints Only active if chosen POI is a hotel. 

Dependencies NA 

Default NA 

Mandatory NA 

 

Label Bookmark POI 

Description POI is stored and user is informed about successful saving. 

Type Button 

Constraints NA 

Dependencies NA 

Default NA 

Mandatory NA 

 

Label Set POI as destination 

Description Calls “Plan a trip” with POI’s address as the destination 5.3.5. 

Type Button 

Constraints NA 

Dependencies NA 

Default NA 

Mandatory NA 

 

Label Back 

Description Brings user back to “Show POIs” 5.3.6.1 

Type Button 

Constraints NA 
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Dependencies NA 

Default NA 

Mandatory NA 

5.3.7. Storage 

The storage module contains all stored items of the user, namely trips, POIs, his cart 

and his bookings. For further details see the following subchapters. 

Label Stored trips 

Description Brings user to “Stored trips” 

Type Button 

Constraints Only active if storage contains trips. 

Dependencies NA 

Default NA 

Mandatory NA 

 

Label Stored POIs 

Description Brings user to “Stored POIs” 

Type Button 

Constraints Only active if storage contains POIs. 

Dependencies NA 

Default NA 

Mandatory NA 

 

Label Manage Cart 

Description Brings user to “Cart” 

Type Button 

Constraints Only active if Cart contains trips. 

Dependencies NA 

Default NA 

Mandatory NA 
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Label View bookings 

Description Brings user to “Bookings” 

Type Button 

Constraints Only active if bookings have been done. 

Dependencies NA 

Default NA 

Mandatory NA 

5.3.7.1. Stored trips 

Label Stored trips 

Description Contains all stored trips. Tapping on a row calls details about 
the trip “Show stored trip’s details” 

Type Table 

Constraints NA 

Dependencies NA 

Default NA 

Mandatory NA 

 

Label Back 

Description Brings user back to “Storage” 5.3.7 

Type Button 

Constraints NA 

Dependencies NA 

Default NA 

Mandatory NA 

5.3.7.1.1. Stored trip’s details 

Label Trip details 

Description Shows details about the selected trip. Table contains both chain 
links and via points. Tapping in a row will call further details. 

Type Table 

Constraints NA 

Dependencies If row tapped contains chain link, the “Route info” is called. If row 
tapped contains a via point, “Transport terminal info” or “POIs 
details” is called. If the end point is clicked, “Destination info” is 
called. 

Default NA 
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Mandatory NA 

 

Label Activate trip 

Description Makes the trip the active trip 

Type Button 

Constraints NA 

Dependencies If another trip is active the user is prompted. He can choose to 
keep the current trip active or to set the new trip as the active 
trip. 

Default NA 

Mandatory NA 

 

Label Show trip in map 

Description Calls “Show trip” 

Type Button 

Constraints NA 

Dependencies NA 

Default NA 

Mandatory NA 

 

Label Back 

Description Brings user back to “Stored trips” 5.3.7.1 

Type Button 

Constraints NA 

Dependencies NA 

Default NA 

Mandatory NA 
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5.3.7.2. Stored POIs 

Label Stored POIs 

Description Contains all stored POIs. Tapping on a row calls details about 
the POI “Show stored POI’s details” 

Type Table 

Constraints NA 

Dependencies NA 

Default NA 

Mandatory NA 

 

Label Back 

Description Brings user back to “Storage” 5.3.7 

Type Button 

Constraints NA 

Dependencies NA 

Default NA 

Mandatory NA 

5.3.7.2.1. Stored POI’s details 

Label POI’s details 

Description Shows details about the selected POI. Tapping in a row will call 
further details. 

Type Table 

Constraints NA 

Dependencies NA 

Default NA 

Mandatory NA 

 

Label Plan a trip to stored POI 

Description Starts “Plan a trip” 5.3.5 with POI as the destination Point 

Type Button 

Constraints NA 

Dependencies NA 

Default NA 
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Mandatory NA 

 

Label Remove POI 

Description Removes POI from storage and prompts the user and brings 
him back to “Stored POIs” 0 

Type Button 

Constraints NA 

Dependencies NA 

Default NA 

Mandatory NA 

 

Label Back 

Description Brings user back to “Stored POIs” 0 

Type Button 

Constraints NA 

Dependencies NA 

Default NA 

Mandatory NA 

5.3.7.3. Cart 

Label Trips in cart 

Description Contains all trips in the cart. Tapping on a row calls details about 
the trip “Show trip’s details” 

Type Table 

Constraints NA 

Dependencies NA 

Default NA 

Mandatory NA 

 

Label Back 

Description Brings user back to “Storage” 5.3.7 

Type Button 

Constraints NA 

Dependencies NA 
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Default NA 

Mandatory NA 

5.3.7.3.1. Show trip’s details 

Label Trip’s details 

Description Shows details about the selected trip. Tapping in a row will call 
further details. 

Type Table 

Constraints NA 

Dependencies NA 

Default NA 

Mandatory NA 

 

Label Activate trip 

Description Makes the trip the active trip. 

Type Button 

Constraints If another trip is active the user is prompted. He can choose to 
keep the current trip active or to set the new trip as the active 
trip. 

Dependencies NA 

Default NA 

Mandatory NA 

 

Label Remove trip from cart 

Description Removes the trip from the cart and prompts the user and brings 
him back to “Cart” 5.3.7.3 

Type Button 

Constraints NA 

Dependencies NA 

Default NA 

Mandatory NA 

 

Label Back 

Description Brings user back to “Cart” 5.3.7.3 
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Type Button 

Constraints NA 

Dependencies NA 

Default NA 

Mandatory NA 

5.3.7.4. Bookings 

Label View Bookings 

Description Contains all bookings made by the user. Tapping a row shows 
an e-voucher to prove one’s identity. 

Type Table 

Constraints NA 

Dependencies NA 

Default NA 

Mandatory NA 

 

Label Back 

Description Brings user back to “Storage” 5.3.7 

Type Button 

Constraints NA 

Dependencies NA 

Default NA 

Mandatory NA 

5.3.8. Administrate 

The “Administrate” module allows the user to change his account details, to un-

register and to download updates if available. For further information see the 

following subchapters. 

Label My Account 

Description Calls screen “Change Account Details” 5.3.8.1 

Type Button 

Constraints NA 

Dependencies NA 

Default NA 
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Mandatory NA 

 

Label Un-Register 

Description Calls screen “Un-Register” 5.3.8.2 

Type Button 

Constraints NA 

Dependencies NA 

Default NA 

Mandatory NA 

 

Label Downloads 

Description Brings user to screen “Downloads” 5.3.8.3 

Type Button 

Constraints NA 

Dependencies NA 

Default NA 

Mandatory NA 

5.3.8.1. Change Account Details 

What input fields are shown depends on the user profile and the role profile. The user 

is able to change the account details for a role he is currently not in, too. 

Label Account Details 

Description Consists of tabs containing information about the user’s 
account. 

Type Tabbed pane 

Items: General, Business, Tourist, Commuter, Leisure 

Constraints NA 

Dependencies NA 

Default NA 

Mandatory NA 

5.3.8.2. Un-Register 

Label Password 

Description Specifies the user’s password 
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Type Password field 

Constraints NA 

Dependencies If password is correct, user is unregistered from the im@gine it 
system. 

Default empty 

Mandatory No 

5.3.8.3. Downloads 

Label Download update 

Description Starts download of update for application. 

Type Button 

Constraints Only active, if new application is available. 

Dependencies NA 

Default NA 

Mandatory NA 

5.3.9. Active Trip 

The “Active trip” page shows information similar to the 5.3.5.4.8 Show details screen. 

Label Active Trip Details 

Description Shows details about the active trip. Table contains both chain 
links and via points. Tapping in a row will call further details. 

Type Table 

Constraints NA 

Dependencies If row tapped contains chain link, the “Route info” (5.3.5.4.9) is 
called. If row tapped contains a via point, “Transport terminal 
info” (0) or “POIs details” (5.3.6.1.1) is called. If the end point is 
clicked, “Destination info” (5.3.5.4.15) is called. 

Default NA 

Mandatory NA 
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6. State of the Art on Positioning Technologies 

Although GALILEO is mentioned in the technical annex of the IM@GINE-IT project, 

the time plan on the realisation of this new positioning system does not allow to 

already use it in real life. First correction signals to improve GPS accuracy and 

availability based on EGNOS (European Geostationary Navigation Overlay Service) 

are expected for the second half of 2005, whereas the full operation of the Satellites 

is planned for 2010. However, for the sake of completeness and because GALILEO 

is a European funded system, we want to include it in this chapter as equally 

important to the other positioning techniques. 

 

Figure 23: GALILEO time plan  

If one considers for example a car driving from an open countryside with a clear view 

of the sky, into a city with urban canyons, bridges, tunnels and underground car 

parks, it must be possible to conceive a hierarchy of environments or positioning 

layers consisting of an additional set of systems or signals that allow the seamless 

performance of the navigation system. This is a key step to providing a Global 

Navigation Service (GNS). 

The following table provides an overview over some of the most known localization 

means up to now discussed in relation to the IM@GINE-IT services. The table does 

not imply that any of the possibilities will be implemented in the project nor does it 

intend to list technical details. Whether a localization technique is being implemented 

or not depends for example on the following factors: 
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 Is the technique technologically mature ? Experiments should be limited to 

GALILEO as yet mostly unknown 

 Is the technique available in one of the test sites without raising additional 

costs  (for example WIFI or MOTE infrastructure) ? 

 Are the interfaces to the technique accessible or even public ? 

 Does the technique provide acceptable accuracy in positioning ? 

 
Type Description 

GPS Currently used positioning system. Accuracy about 10m. Advantage 
of low cost receivers and mature technology. Signal is coming 
through mobile device. 

A-GPS To solve the inherent restrictions with conventional GPS, Assisted 
GPS (A-GPS) has been introduced. The A-GPS bridge the GPS 
performance gap by using assistance data delivered through a 
wireless network.  

D-GPS Differential GPS. In professional devices such as those from LEICA 
Geosystems an accuracy of several centimeters can be reached. 
However, the devices cost about 10.000 € and are quite heavy in 
equipment. Correction signals come for example from radio stations 
through the air. 

GALILEO Future European satellite positioning system. Accuracy of 
commercial services about 1m. Risk of delay of implementation. 
Advantage of combining different satellite systems and thus 
enhancing accuracy and availability of the signal 
(GALILEO+GPS+GLONASS). Signal is coming through mobile 
device.  

EGNOS/SISNet EGNOS could be considered by interested parties as a facility to 
improve GPS signals. It provides the GPS/GLONASS (GNSS-1) 
augmentation services and will be fully operative starting from the 
end of 2005. 

EGNOS will significantly improve the GPS services, in terms of 
accuracy, service guarantee and safety and availability. 

In order to allow also the reception of EGNOS signal in unfriendly 
environment a complementary real-time Internet-based broadcasting 
of the EGNOS signal is provided by SISNet, operated by ESA. 
(Signal-in-Space through the Internet) facility. 

Cell ID Currently used positioning system in services like “MeetMe”. 
Operated by Telecom Operators such as O2. Sometimes the service 
is free. Accuracy very poor and not usable for navigation. Other 
services may be possible.  

Cell ID Triangulation Cell ID Triangulation is expensive and not used by Telcos very often. 
Better accuracy compared to normal Cell ID, ~ 50m. Signal is coming 
through mobile device or Internet. 

WLAN Triangulation Currently Prototype at Athens Airport based on ADAMANT Project. 
Signal is coming through mobile device. Most usable in-door. 
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RFID Tags Short range positioning through wearable sensors and active 
scanners. Most usable in-door. Prototype available e.g. in Newcastle 
u.T. Signal is coming through mobile device. Also referred to as 
“Smartdust” technology 

Intelligent Map 
Matching 

Different map matching algorithms available. For example through 
“pearls” which determine the position of a vehicle in relation to the 
network segment. Some type of “real” position is necessary in order 
to verify the map matching result. Errors are likely. Process is running 
on backend servers. Position is always related to a network of streets 
or footpath, thus, in order to distinguish between the street and the 
pavement, the map must also offer this feature. 

Combination of 
techniques 

All the above techniques can be combined in order to offer context 
related (e.g. in-door – out-door) enhanced accuracy and reliability to 
the end user. Projects like ASK-IT with a later kick-off will implement 
exactly these features for mobility impaired people. 

Table 18: Positioning techniques 

Table 19 lists several localisation and positioning systems and there availability and 

accuracy. The clear advantages of GPS based positioning is, that this system is 

already available, provides the highest accuracy and does not cause extra costs, 

except those for purchasing the device. Although high accuracy, i.e. cm level, makes 

very expensive devices necessary, it still can be considered as an alternative 

compared to Cell-ID based positioning. 

 

Time 
table 

Rural 
Accu-

racy [m] 

City 
Accu-

racy [m] 

Cover-
age 

Suita-

bility for 
mass 

location 

Dependa

bility 
from 

operator 

Initial 
costs 

Usage 
costs 

Standar-
disation 

Cell ID available 
2000-

8000 
200-1000 excellent excellent small small small yes 

Signal level available 500-3000 100-500 moderate moderate small small small no 

Correlation 
(DCM) 

2-3 years 250-1500 50-200 moderate moderate small moderate moderate no 

Time- differ-
ence 

2-3 years 200-1000 100-200 moderate low high high high yes 

GPS available 10-30 30-100 good low none none none yes 

A-GPS available 10-30 30-100 good low high high moderate yes 

Table 19: Localisation systems and their accuracy (Source: LAITAKARI) 
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6.1. Combinable positioning means according to market 
segments 

 
Combined positioning services are all services that are used for positioning matters 

and that combine services provided by other navigation and/or communication 

systems. This improves the GNSS services availability at user level and opens the 

door to a wide range of applications. From a user's viewpoint the typical reasons for 

using combined services are: 

 to cope with difficult environments - maybe to handle problems of visibility, 

motion, interference, etc  

 to cope with different environments - to provide seamless navigation between 

environments, i.e. switch between out-door and in-door navigation 

 to achieve different performances - maybe to improve accuracy, availability, 

integrity 

 to obtain different services and to access new services  

The GALILEO services for example could be combined with other GNSS system (i.e. 

GPS, GLONASS, SBAS, GBAS) or other NON-GNSS system (i.e. Inertial Navigation 

Systems - INS, Communication system like GSM/UMTS). In the following sub 

chapters technical details are given for a variety of positioning means that can be 

combined with each other. Some of them, like A-GPS, are already widely used by 

mobile network operators in some European countries. 

6.1.1. GNSS Systems 

The most obvious systems to be combined with GALILEO are the other existing 

GNSS systems such as GPS, GLONASS, SBAS and GBAS. They share many 

characteristics that facilitate a combination at user level. In addition, these GNSS 

systems can be further enhanced through local elements.  

GPS, GALILEO and GLONASS are designed to be independent autonomous 

systems – for obvious national strategic reasons. However, by careful combination of 

the civil signals from the three systems (including associated SBAS such as EGNOS) 

a new set of possibilities unfolds for the applications designers. In recognition of this 

potential, GALILEO is being designed to be as interoperable as possible with existing 

GNSS systems. 
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GALILEO-GPS interoperability has the most to offer from a global GNSS 

perspective. GALILEO’s use of the E5A and L1 signal bands will be the underpinning 

foundation for such interoperability. Application integrators will therefore effectively 

have access to a 55 satellite constellation on which to build their service applications. 

Issues such as urban operation and RAIM may then be able to move forward in 

resolving issues that are troublesome with either system if used alone – simply 

because the issues are related to the number of satellites available.  

Interoperability also implies that the reference frames of GALILEO and GPS must be 

compatible and that the values of any differences made available to the users. 

GALILEO and GPS geodetic reference frames are both realisations of the 

International Terrestrial Reference Frame (ITRF), thus offering the necessary 

consistency.  

 

Figure 24: Accuracy through GALILEO – GPS combination 

6.1.1.1. A-GPS 

A-GPS: To solve the inherent restrictions with conventional GPS, Assisted GPS (A-

GPS) has been introduced. The A-GPS bridge the GPS performance gap by using 

assistance data delivered through a wireless network. The network provides the 

device with GPS data that defines the satellites that are visible to it at a given time 

and location. Using this data, the device can determine which satellites to acquire 

and use in computing a position. A-GPS gives improvements in: 

 Time to First Fix (TTFF): This is the time the GPS get the position information 

after receiving a positioning request. The conventional GPS normally require 

a few minutes to obtain the first position. The time is too long especially for 

emergency services. In A-GPS, the assistance information is sent from 

reference GPS receiver in the network, TTFF can then be reduced to 30 

seconds to a minute. Also the power consumption of the GPS receiver due to 

long signal acquisition time can be thus reduced  

 Sensitivity 
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Therefore the A-GPS doesn’t improve the accuracy of position but the TTFF and the 

performance of conventional GPS receivers in low-SNR (Signal Noise Radio) 

conditions (i.e. in urban area). More important for emergency location and Location 

Based Services (LBS), the assistance data enables the A-GPS device to compute 

positions in difficult urban environments where traditional GPS receiver fail. 

6.1.2. Cellular mobile network technologies 

User positioning capabilities are provided by mobile cellular networks such as 

2G/2.5G (GSM) and 3G (UMTS) and considered as enablers for Location Based 

Services. Although the architectural framework is similar, due to different radio 

transmission technologies (TDMA and CDMA) there are differences in the actual 

techniques that are used and their accuracy. In the following text the radio access 

network UTRAN (UMTS) is described as an example. GERAN is used for 

GSM/GPRS networks. 

The 2/2.5/3G terrestrial cellular networks offer several possibilities for positioning of 

the user with mobile equipment. Given the large coverage of these networks, it is 

quite natural for network operators to try to exploit their radio signals for location 

determination. The positioning information can be used by different types of services. 

Four different categories are identified in 3GPP TS 22.071: 

 Commercial or Value Added services, which will be used by applications that 

target the end user (subscriber) 

 Internal LCS denoting the use of user positioning information for more 

efficient implementation of network tasks such as radio resource management 

 Emergency LCS 

 Lawful Intercept LCS, which will take advantage of location information to fulfil 

legally required services 

6.1.2.1. Positioning architecture 

The intelligence, as with most UTRAN functions, resides in the Radio Network 

Controller (RNC) node. This includes the selection of the positioning method to be 

used for a given mobile device positioning and the provision of assistance data to the 

device for performing measurements in methods that require this.  
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The two new entities that become relevant to the positioning task are the Location 

Measurement Unit (LMU) and the SAS, the Stand Alone Serving Mobile Location 

Centre. The main tasks of the Location Measurement Unit (LMU) and the radio part 

of the mobile device are the performance of measurements, which, depending on the 

positioning method and selected by the RNC, may be event-based or periodical. Both 

of them are responsible for location-specific calculations and for passing to the RNC 

data that will be forwarded to the mobile unit. The entities are not bound to a specific 

positioning method, although their exact functionality varies with the applied method 

and mode of operation. 

6.1.2.2. Positioning techniques 

At the moment three different positioning methods have been standardised in the 

context of the evolving UMTS releases: 

 The Cell ID (cell coverage) based method 

 The Observed Time Difference of Arrival (OTDOA) method 

 The network assisted GPS-based method 

Cell ID based method 

This method is the simplest of all and it is available in all cellular networks. The 

cellular network tracks the mobile device position with a number of databases, so 

that they can route incoming calls to the user in an efficient manner and achieve 

seamless service provision despite the user mobility. The information in these 

databases is updated upon execution of several network functions, which may be 

either network- or user-driven, such as paging, location area update, cell update or 

routing area update.  

In general, with the cell ID based positioning technique, the radio network determines 

the identity of the cell to which the user is currently registered with his mobile device. 

Depending on whether the user is in idle or connected state, the network may have 

to page him in order to be informed which cell he resides in. When the users device 

is in handover state (and implying that it is served simultaneously by more than one 

cell), the radio network has to guess the cell ID on the basis of some heuristic. For 

example, the UTRAN may set the cell ID to the identity of the cell with the best uplink 

signal quality or the cell that was used for the initial connection set-up. Even worse, 
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when the UE cannot be reached, the cell ID will have to be set according to the last 

known user position. 

Furthermore, the final format of the value returned to the Core Network as a reply to 

the location request may be provided in terms of: 

 The Service Area Identity (SAI), which may correspond to more than one 

cells, hence introducing higher ambiguity for the mobile device whereabouts 

 A geographical co-ordinate. In this case, the co-ordinate in question may be 

the geographical position of the antenna or some other fixed position within 

the cell.  

Observed Time Difference of Arrival (OTDOA) – Idle Period Downlink (OTDOA-IPDL) 

The Observed Time Difference of Arrival (OTDOA) method is a time-based 

positioning method drawing on the Time Difference of Arrival (TDOA) positioning 

method, which in turn could be seen as a variation of the Time of Arrival (TOA) 

technique. 

The concept of trilateration is central to TOA. The determination of the user device 

position is based on absolute measurements of the propagation times of the radio 

signals that reach the user from more than two base stations. The propagation time 

measurements are directly interpreted into distance (range) measurements.  

A circle is the centre of one base station’s equidistant points. The intersection of 3 

circles uniquely define the position of the user device in the 2D space. A fourth 

measurement will be required to determine the position in the 3D space. 

On the contrary, the TDOA method uses time-difference, namely relative, 

measurements. The centre of the points, whose distance difference from two given 

fixed points is constant, is a hyperbola and the intersection of two hyperbolas defines 

uniquely the position of the user device. These two hyperbolas may be drawn from 

any two out of three possible pairs of measurements that are feasible with 3 base 

stations. 

In UMTS, the standard OTDOA measurement is the “SFN-SFN observed time 

difference”, where SFN stands for the System Frame Number, the index of the 
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WCDMA radio frames that are transmitted over the air. The estimation of the position 

also requires the knowledge of the fixed locations of the base stations.  

Network-assisted GPS positioning method 

The method assumes the existence of a GPS receiver chain in the mobile terminal 

and significantly improves the performance of the standard, stand-alone GPS 

positioning in two main directions.  

 It expands the operational capacity of GPS in hostile environments such as 

indoor and “urban canyons”.  

 It reduces the start-up and acquisition times, i.e. the time required to acquire 

the navigation message that modulates the GPS signal, which can be in the 

order of a few minutes.  

The necessary addition to the UMTS network infrastructure is a GPS reference 

receiver network with a clear Line of Sight (LoS) to the GPS satellite constellation, 

which is connected to the cellular network. The network can collect and pass to the 

user device data that will assist the positioning task. These may include satellite 

ephemeris data and/or a first approximate estimate for the arrival epochs of the GPS 

signals. Via the GPS reference receiver network, the UTRAN can also get hold of 

and pass to the mobile terminal information such as the number of visible satellites, 

estimations for their Doppler phase, ephemeris and clock correction data.  

Enhanced Observed Time Difference (E-OTD) positioning mechanism 

The E-OTD method is based on measurements in the mobile device of the Enhanced 

Observed Time Difference of arrival of bursts of nearby pairs of Base Transceiver 

Stations (BTS). For E-OTD measurement synchronization, normal and dummy bursts 

are used. When the transmission frames of BTSs are not synchronized, the network 

needs to measure the Real or Absolute Time Differences (RTDs or ATDs) between 

them. To obtain accurate trilateration, E-OTD measurements and, for 

non-synchronized BTSs, RTD or ATD measurements are needed for at least three 

distinct pairs of geographically dispersed base stations.  

Global Positioning System (GPS) positioning mechanism 
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The GPS method refers to any of several variants that make use of GPS signals or 

additional signals derived from GPS signals in order to calculate the mobile device 

(MD) position. These variants give rise to a range of optional information flows 

between the device and the network. One dimension of variation is where position 

calculation is performed at: a) MD-based Position Calculation Function (PCF) or b) 

network-based PCF. Another dimension is whether "assistance data" is required - 

irrespective of where position calculation is performed. Examples of assistance data 

include differential GPS data; lists of satellites in view based on approximate MD 

position, etc. A third dimension of variation is closely related to the origin and 

distribution of any assistance data. For example, even while assistance data may be 

required of a GPS method, it may be optional that the assistance data originates from 

and is distributed within and by the PLMN, VPLMN, etc.. 

6.1.3. Wireless technologies 

6.1.3.1. RFID 

An RFID (Radio Frequency Identification) system contains three key components; 

tag, reader and database. The system may also be extended by linking the database 

to other databases via the internet. A typical RFID tag consists of an antenna coil and 

a microchip. Some may have attached batteries or extra memory or processing 

chips. RFID tags can be classified in several ways: 

By power: 

 Passive – passive tags are not self powered and derive their operating power 

from intercepting the incoming electromagnetic waves from the RFID reader. 

 Active – active tags have an internal power source such as a battery or are 

connected to an external power source such as those used on electronic 

equipment. 

By radio transmission ability: 

 Passive RF – these tags do not have the ability to transmit data themselves 

and therefore must rely on the reader to extract the data from the tag using its 

own electromagnetic waves. 

 Active RF – active RF tags can send and receive data by initiating the 

conversation or by replying to a conversation request from a reader.  Active 
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tags may also have a longer range and a faster data transfer rate as they are 

not dependent on the reader to piggyback the communication signal on.  Of 

course only powered tags may initiate a conversation. 

By tag type: 

 Type I (Read-only) 

 Type II (Read/write) 

 Type II+ (As type II but with enhanced external features) 

 Type II++ (As type II but with serial connection) 

 Type III (Read/write plus LCD display) 

 Type IV (Read/write as smartcard) 

The RFID system can operate in many ways. For example when a reader 

interrogates a passive tag, it transmits radio radiation which is intercepted by the 

antenna in the tag and a current is set up which powers the microchip. The data is 

then read from the chip by the reader using the same radio waves. Reading from any 

type of tag does not require a physical connection. Practical read ranges are 

anything from 10mm to 50 meters. 

With an active tag, the tag may initiate the conversation and a larger amount of 

information may be sent. The tag can have a much larger read range and read 

speed. Writing to the microchip is possible with powered tags. This is useful for 

adding data to containers such as customs information or port tracking and so on. 

This method means that as well as storing data in a database system, data may 

travel with the tag and be available to unconnected readers. 

6.1.3.2. MOTES 

Motes are the precursor to smardust. A mote can be generally described as a small 

self powered computer. The MICA2 motes sold by CrossBow Inc. contain a 

microprocessor running an operating system called Tiny OS, developed at the 

University of Berkeley in the US. Motes are very similar in operation to Type IV RFID 

tags. They are powered, RF active and are accessible to read / write readers. 

Moreover, a mote may perform calculations using its onboard processor and store 

the results in its onboard memory. 
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The motes can communicate with other motes or compatible equipment using the 

WiFi IEEE 802.11.x standards and are capable of ad-hoc networking. Infrastructure 

based networks are found in many places such as universities, train stations and 

hotels. This type of network works by each individual unit connecting to a base 

station (access point) which is connected to the internet or a network router. In this 

way, if two machines want to communicate with each other, they must go through a 

central point. 

The machines in an ad-hoc network can communicate with any other machines that 

are in range, a machine that is out of range can be accessed by passing the 

message along the chain or network hopping. In this way it is for example possible to 

follow a user who is registered with such a network. Ad-hoc networks could be used 

for car-to-car communication or for in-door navigation. 

 

6.1.4. Other non-GNSS Systems 

While other GNSS systems make ideal candidates for combination with GALILEO, 

some inherent weaknesses, such as weak signal strength and limited communication 

capability can only be solved through combination with other existing NON-GNSS 

navigation (Loran-C) and communication systems (UMTS) or even with on-board 

sensors (INS). Such systems can be grouped into the following categories: 

Other non satellite-based radio navigation systems such as LORAN-C may offer 

improved signal strength which provides better indoor penetration and resistance to 

jamming. They may also offer a limited communication capability. The system 

consists of a chain of radio station which emit a radio signal. The user can determine 

his position by processing the time difference for the reception of the signals from 

each station. The accuracy may differs from 10m to several 100m, depending on the 

environmental conditions. 

Motion sensors (e.g. odometers, INS) when combined in hybridised receivers, 

short-term outages of the GALILEO signal can be overcome by forward interpolation. 

This combination provides an enhancement of GALILEO service robustness and 

availability, especially in urban environments, where such short-term outages are 

commonplace. 
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The use of other systems (e.g. Loran-C, Inertial Navigation Systems – INS or 

Smartdust/RFID technology, see above) to assist GNSS services in troublesome 

environments has certainly shown that the technique is valuable and attractive. 

Integrated navigation services also have a significant role in providing redundancy in 

achieving positioning solutions. However, system integrators will also require 

combining future GNSS signals with other systems in order to provide seamless 

navigation capabilities no matter what the environmental conditions are. 
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7. Conclusions 

In the first part of the document we described the approach that was undertaken in 

order to define the final services of the IM@GINE-IT project, that is, those services 

that are located between the service provider level (DM/GIS) and the Multi Agent 

System. A top down approach was used, separated into four levels. In a first level 

those services were defined that are necessary for the provision of a complex and 

overall travel chain to the user. In a second step all those services and content were 

aggregated that are available at test bed level. In a third step the result of step two 

was matched to the IM@GINE-IT use cases, in order to evaluate to what extend the 

use cases can be covered by what is available. In the fourth step all aggregated 

services between the test beds and the MAS were described by prose and meta 

data. The described approach was necessary as two main obstacles had to be taken 

into consideration. On the one hand the number of partners and services in the test 

beds made it necessary to gain a clear overview over what will be available almost 

one year after the writing of the project proposal, and on the other hand numerous 

user requirements (gained from a variety of previous projects in the IST area) had to 

be taken into account.  

The second part of the document which is synonymous to level five of the overall 

approach in order to define the IM@GINE-IT ontology framework, was presented. 

The methodology started from the introduction of RDF, continued by describing 

several methods and tools in order to convert WSDL into RDF, and finally presented 

the solution for the implementation of an overall project ontology. In addition an even 

more advanced and innovative solution was introduced for ontology building: OWL. 

The consortium is free to use this method once it has gained enough experience with 

RDF. OWL is building on top of RDF. Although an ontology will be used in the 

project, each additional service provider that introduces a WSDL will make a certain 

adaptation of the ontology and the agent environment necessary. This depends very 

much on the degree to which the agents are able to interpret new service 

descriptions. RDF and OWL have been chosen after thorough discussions on the 

necessary effort compared to the expected results. On the one hand the consortium 

agreed on implementing an ontology to support the intelligent agents, and on the 

other hand (due to lack of maturity for industry purposes) there is almost no usable 

reference available that indicates the usage of ontologies on long existing, 
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professional and complex Web services. RDF and OWL thus seemed the most 

feasible approach to this rather complex task. 

The third part of the document presents in detail the HMI specification of the project. 

All relevant use cases were covered and certain suggestions regarding service layout 

and end devices mentioned. The provided information is essential for further 

development work in WP2, 3 and 4. Mokups demonstrate the usability of the HMI on 

the end device. The main focus during HMI specification was laid upon the current 

models of PDAs as this devices comprise most of the features that are necessary to 

fulfil the projects requirements. The modern PDA could thus be seen as the base 

device from which the HMI for all other supported devices will be derived. However, 

some of the technical aspects regarding the in-car communication and the final client 

application are not yet finally discussed, which will make some changes to the HMI at 

a later stage necessary.  

The fourth and final part of the document provides a state of the art analysis on 

positioning techniques and gives an overview over the possibilities in combining 

different techniques in order to reach a better system performance. In this chapter 

GALILEO is considered equally important to the other techniques, although it was not 

possible to use its advantages already in this project due to its roll-out plan. However, 

as some kind of result, it is clear that the combination of different positioning 

techniques will be required in future, in order to enable navigation applications and 

devices to optimally perform within and in-between any type of environment. 
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9. Annex 0: Changes based on comments 

Refe-
rence Reviewers comments Partners comments 

D1.2 

On page 16 the deliverable states : “The user profile 
(back up service) is also responsible for user 
registration and user account management. In 
Im@gince IT this service is provided by the MAS. 
However in real life this service would be provided 
for example by the mobile network operator to whom 
the user is registered”. There should be a clarification 
here about who manages the user profiles. If the 
system learns by itself it seems that it should be 
aware of some parameters regarding the user profile, 
in order to update it dynamically. This would suggest 
the involvement of mobile telecom operator. 
However, thanks to the distributed service chain 
specified by IM@GINE IT it could be possible that 
the MAS or other modules of the system are not 
installed within the mobile operator premises. 
Considering that the MNO has the knowledge of its 
user (and only it), it is not presented how this will be 
managed. 

User positioning is mentioned on page 17. However, 
it is not included in a comparison of different 
positioning technologies (even if some information is 
provided in other deliverable) and the current state of 
the art of accuracy. There is no information about 
possibilities to combine various positioning 
technologies. Should it be considered taking into 
account the references to it in the technical annex? 

Push service (referred on the page 18). Only SMS 
and MMS are envisaged in the project, but both of 
these would imply a cost for the sender. Maybe other 
alternatives such as web alerts should be considered 
for push events. It is also important to specify in a 
clear manner where SMS will be involved and who 
will take care of that cost. These aspects have 
impacts on the whole business framework of the 
project. To be addressed in more details. 

In the Hotel Reservation service (section 2.4.11) 
payment for these services has not been included. 
Some booking activities require a first payment to be 
completed or similar data to be produced (e.g. 
imprint of the credit card data). It is partly covered in 
the definition of the travel reservation service but 
nothing is said in specific environments like the one 
of car rental. In some other cases, reservations are 
directly related to availability of place (seat). Since 
most services are not updated, it is not evident that 

Description of management of 
User Profile included 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chapter on Positioning 
Technologies included 

 

 

 

 

Better description on Push 
Service included 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Description on Payment 
Services included 
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the consortium has considered this possibility. 

Regarding the Miscellaneous services (section 
2.4.14) on page 25: Since an external service 
provider – maybe – without connection to the MAS 
provides these services it avoids the provision of data 
to the IM@GINE IT platform in terms of improving 
the user profile. 

Referring to the text in Ch 4.3.7.3.1 ‘Show trip 
details’ and Fig 12 & 13. Please include ‘Update trip’ 
functionality (use case: a stored trip includes PT 
journeys which timetable was changed between 
storing and consumption). 

In some cases there could be practical 
inconsistencies. Payment features are included as part 
of the user profile, even if no payment seems to be 
envisaged within the project. Also details like the fact 
that a businessman usually has his trip already 
planned (by the secretary) should be considered as 
real-life situations. 

All technical and descriptive information related to 
ontologies, tools and definition languages might be 
attached as an annex to the main document. Not 
remove it because it is useful and valuable for the 
reader. 

Minor issues to be corrected: 

Update the uncertainties on page 13. 

On Table 3 the titles of UCs instead of Codes to be 
used for readability and clarity. 

In Figure 4 the Finnish Site should be clarified both 
in the figure and in the text below: how and why, if 
any, the Finnish site differs from the other four. 
Correct the typo (Finish -> Finnish).  

Figures 6 and 11 are illegible. 

From Ch 4.1.6 – 4.2.2 and again in Ch 4.2.8 the 
examples show only PDA (with 240x320 resolution) 
as the user device. Smartphone UI Platform needs to 
be added. 

Deliverable has gone through Peer review process. 

Not approved. 

 

Description of the integration 
of external services included 
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Not done as existing 
screenshots describe HMI 
sufficiently 
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10. Annex 1: In-Car data profile 
 
Name Type Profile element/ preference Necessity  Impact Remark 
vin_id Character sting (18 

Characters) 
Vehicle identification 
number    
 
 

Must  Enables the identification of the 
car in-car device to the service 
provider  

Different user may use the same car. One 
user may use different cars   
Each user profile may contain a number 
of car profiles at the same time  

profile_id Character string  
(16) 

Profile -ID 
 

must   

authorization Integer Authorization status must   
      
version Char. String (16) Version  must  Type and version of the in-car device 
longitude Long   Longitude of the car must Enables services depending on 

car position  
User position and car position can differ  

latitude Long Latitude of the car must   
heading Long   Heading of the car 

 
must Used for POI search  

speed Integer Speed of the car  shall Used for specific use cases  HMI-related 
      
status_navi Integer Status of navigation system must Used for car specific use cases  
navi_logitude Long Destination longitude must   
navi_latitude Long Destination latitude must   
eta Long Estimated time of arrival 

(ETA) 
must   

fuel _range Integer Range with left fuel must Used for refuel use cases Maximum distance until refuel 
fuel_brand Character string 

(20) 
Fuel brand must   

fuelcard_brand Chracter string 
(20) 

Tank card brand must   

max_walking Integer  Maximum walking distance 
when parking 

must  Used for parking  use cases  
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11. Annex 2: Ontology building tools and sources 

This annex provides an overview over three different tools and some sources that 

can be used for ontology building and RDF implementation.  

OntoEdit v. 2.6 

OntoEdit is a comprehensive tool developed by Ontoprise GmbH for ontology 

building that supports the development and maintenance of ontologies by using 

graphical means. Several graphical views onto the structures contained in the 

ontology support modelling the different phases of the ontology engineering cycle. 

The tool allows the user to edit a hierarchy of concepts or classes. A concept may 

have several names, which essentially is a way to define synonyms for that concept. 

The tool allows similar to the well-known “copy-and-paste” functionality the 

reorganising of concepts within the hierarchy. It also fully supports RDF 

import/export, many DAML+OIL constructs, multiple labels, and an open plug-in 

capability including ones for integration with OntoBroker, OntoKick and domain 

lexicons 

 

Figure 25: OntoEdit  
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Python v. 2.3 / 4Suite v. 0.4 

4Suite in combination with a Python environment allows users to take advantage of 

standard XML technologies and to develop and integrate Web-based applications. It 

also puts practical technologies for knowledge management projects in the hands of 

developers. It is implemented in Python and C. 4Suite comprises a library of 

integrated tools for XML processing, implementing open technologies such as DOM, 

RDF, XSLT, Xinclude, Xpointer, Xlink, Xpath, Xupdate, RELAX NG, and XML/SGML 

Catalogs. It also comprises an XML and RDF data repository and server. The latter 

supports methods of data access, query, indexing, transformation, rich linking, and 

rules processing. 4Suite can be integrated with other tools by supporting remote, 

cross-platform and cross-language access through HTTP (including native SOAP 

and WebDAV), RPC, FTP and CORBA. It offers APIs in Python, HTTP, SOAP and 

XSLT. 

 

Figure 26: Phyton 

RDFEdt v. 1.0.2 

RDFedt enables interested people to build complex and structured RDF (and RSS) 

documents. The element-tree provides a simple overview over complex data 
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structures. Additional functions help to test the data and – if necessary – they will 

give comments and error messages. 

 

Figure 27: RDFEdit 

Protege v. 3.0 beta 

Protege is a tool which allows the user to develop a domain ontology, to enter data 

and to customise data entry forms. The classes tab is an ontology editor which can 

be used to define classes and class hierarchy, slots and slot-value restrictions, 

relationships between classes and properties of these relationships. Protégé can also 

generate a default form for acquiring instances based on the types of the slots that 

you specified. The default form can then be changed by rearranging the fields on the 

screen, changing size, label, and other properties for any slot. The instances tab is a 

knowledge-acquisition tool which you can use to acquire instances of the classes 

defined in the ontology. Protege also provides platform like features such as 

extending it with graphical widgets for tables, diagrams, animation components and 

to access other knowledge-based systems embedded applications. It also comprises 

a library which other applications can use to access and display knowledge bases.  
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Figure 28: Protege 

The following sources allow to check ontologies and RDF schemas regarding validity. 

The tools are available online and many examples are provided. One of the main 

features is to draw a graph (e.g. GIF file) from an existing RDF source code which 

enables any interested people to easily understand the structure of the RDF file.  

http://www.w3.org/RDF/Validator/ 

In this validator it is possible to enter a URI or paste an RDF/XML document into the 

text field and a 3-tuple (triple) representation of the corresponding data model as well 

as an optional graphical visualisation of the data model will be displayed 

http://www.dfki.uni-kl.de/frodo/RDFSViz/ 

The FRODO RDFSViz is a tool that provides a visualisation service for ontologies 

represented in RDF Schema. It uses a Java RDF API implementation, the Xerces 

XML parser from <xml.apache.org>, and the Graphviz graph drawing program (AT&T 

and Lucent Bell Labs). The tool creates class diagrams where classes become 

nodes and rdfs:subClassOf relations become edges. Optionally, properties with 
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rdfs:Class-valued ranges are also visualised as (labelled) edges. Properties (incl. 

Rdfs:Literal-valued ones) can be displayed as node contents 

http://www.ilrt.bris.ac.uk/discovery/rdf-dev/rudolf/rdfviz/ 

Under the above link it is possible to enter the URI for remote XML/RDF data. The 

visualisation server will retrieve the data, parse into an RDF graph, and attempt to 

generate a GIF image depicting the graph. 
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12. Annex 3: Use Cases 
 
Use Case User’s 

question 
User’s basic 
need 

UC #13: Administration of the system Supporting 
UC #1: Register Supporting 
UC #2: Login  Supporting 
UC #3: Change account details  Supporting 
UC #4: Un-register  Supporting 
UC #5: Download application  Supporting 
UC #6: Bookmark POI  Where is a 

specific POI? 
Destination 

UC #7: Manage bookmarked POIs  Where is a 
specific POI? 

Destination 

UC #8: Add trip to cart  How can I 
get there? 

Route 

UC #9: Manage Cart  How can I 
get there? 

Route 

UC #10: Store a trip or a journey  How can I 
get there? 

Route 

UC #11: Manage stored trips  How can I 
get there? 

Route 

UC #12: View Bookings  How to pay 
& receive 
ticket? 

Reservation 

UC #41: Cancel Booking How can I 
cancel a 
booking? 

Reservation 

UC #14: Plan a trip How can I 
get there? 

Route 

UC #15: Give me alternative’s details  How can I 
get there? 

Route 

UC #16: Ask seat availability Can I make a 
reservation? 

Reservation 

UC #17: Book / Buy ticket  Can I make a 
reservation? 
How to pay 
& receive 
ticket? 

Reservation 

UC #18: Reserve hotel  Can I make a 
reservation? 

Reservation 

UC #42: Car rental Can I make a 
reservation? 

Reservation 

UC #19: Continue trip planning  How can I 
get there? 

Route 

UC #20: Route information  Anything 
interesting 

Destination 
& via points 
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Use Case User’s 
question 

User’s basic 
need 

along the 
route? 
Any problem 
during the 
trip? 

Transport 
status 

UC #21: Destination information Anything 
interesting at 
the 
destination ? 

Destination 

UC #22: Transport terminal information  Anything 
interesting 
along the 
route? 
Any problem 
during the 
trip? 

Destination 
Transport 
status 

UC #23: Guide me around Where am I? 
Where is a 
POI? 

Destination 

UC #24: Select POI & POI information Anything 
interesting at 
the 
destination ? 

Destination 

UC #25: Parking availability (and booking)  Where am I? 
Where is a 
POI? 

Transport 
status 
Destination 

UC #26: Show me public transport timetables How can I 
get there? 

Route 

UC #27: Activate trip  How can I 
get there? 

Route  

UC #28: Plan a trip while on active (stored) trip  How can I 
get there? 

Current 
Location 
Route 

UC #29: Guide me around while on active trip (Where am I) Where am I? 
Where is a 
POI? 

Current 
Location 
Destination 

UC #30: Route information while on active trip Anything 
interesting 
along the 
route? 
Any problem 
during the 
trip? 

Destination 
& via points 
Transport 
status 

UC #31: Transport terminal information while on active trip Anything 
interesting 
along the 
route? 
Any problem 

Destination 
Transport 
status 
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Use Case User’s 
question 

User’s basic 
need 

during the 
trip? 

UC #32: Navigate to  How can I 
get there? 

Current 
Location 
Route 

UC #33: User gets in and off the vehicle  Supporting 
UC #34: Download Destination to car How can I 

get there? 
Route 
Destination 

UC #35: Get transportation means connection information How can I 
get there? 

Transport 
Status 

UC #36: End active trip Route 
UC #37: Unexpected Trip Events  Any problem 

during the 
trip? 

Transport 
Status 

UC #38: Tourist Events  Any problem 
during the 
trip? 

Transport 
Status 

UC #39: Find best fuel station  Any problem 
during the 
trip? 
Where is a 
POI? 

Transport 
status 
Current 
Location 

UC #40: Find best parking Where is a 
POI? 

Transport 
status 
Current 
Location 

 
 

 


